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in organizations and project teams, has led to an increase of the amount and diversity of requirements
that the information in the BIM models need to satisfy, from building regulations, through the
construction process, all the way to the built asset management.
Design companies need to take into account these requirements for the development of their design, and
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For this, design companies should have proper Quality Assurance and Quality Control plans and
processes that ensure the quality of the information produced. Model checking is a necessary activity as
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1

INTRODUCTION

With the passing of the years, the development of construction projects using BIM has increased, and
in parallel, the maturity level of the project stakeholders in relation to BIM methodology, not only the
AEC companies but also the clients, has also increased. The 3D models have passed from being just 3D
graphical representations of the asset to be designed and built, to BIM models full of data that can be
consulted and becomes information when put in context with the parametric objects that compose such
model. This increase in the maturity level of the stakeholders in relation to BIM methodology has also
translated into the necessity of the information available in the BIM models to be required to comply
with more and more requirements of very different natures, from legal requirements for the design of a
future built asset to operation and maintenance requirements for future assets, or even assets that already
exist.
Design companies are one of the main actors that generate information in construction projects,
especially when developing BIM models. In accordance with the ISO 19650 [1], all parties that generate
information are responsible for such, and therefore having QA and QC plans and processes, that ensure
that the information generated by the design company is of quality and the on the models is accurate,
consistent and complete [2].
The use of BIM models boosts the quantity of information checked from 5-10% in traditional design
processes up to 40-60% [3], and model checking is one of the activities that aims to check that
information. But, still today, many design companies carry out this activity by manual or semiautomated procedures, spending human resources and time on it, which could be reduced if the model
checking could be automated.
1.1

Objective and motivation

The present thesis aims to define a generic workflow that could be applied both independently and
integrated into a design company´s QA/QC plans and processes during the design phase of a project,
and that can allow to the company to implement rule-base automatic checks (automated procedures) that
can be used to validate the alphanumerical information content in the BIM models and evaluate the
compliance of this information with the alphanumerical information requirements for the project.
The previous work experience of the author of this thesis inside a design company and his familiarity
with manual and semi-automated model checking procedures within the environment of the BIM
Authoring Tool, have motivated the author to research the available literature, aiming to find processes
that allow to implement automated procedures for model checking in the context of the design company
and the Authoring Tool. The lack of references and literature on this matter have pushed the author to
attempt to define a workflow to implement such automated model checking procedures. This interest
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2

goes in alliance with the interest of the partner institution, IBE d.d., in finding and implement new
procedures of model checking to their QA/QC plans that allow to increase the reliability of the
information contained in BIM models by reducing human errors and, as a consequence, reduce the time
that is needed to be spent in model checking, which could translate in costs saving for the company, and
therefore, for the company´s clients.
1.2

Thesis Structure

The thesis has been structured in the following manner:
1. Introduction: this chapter aims to introduce the objective of the thesis and the motivations that
led the author to develop his work on this topic.
2. Background: an intensive review of the available literature covering the topics of quality and
its relationship with BIM, the proportional relationship between quality in the models and
compliance with requirements, Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC) in BIM and
the difference between them, the concepts of validation, verification, code checking, model
checking and the concept of automatic model checking and the information available on this
topic.
3. Methodology: in this chapter, based on the information available in the literature, the author
attempts to define a generic workflow that can be implemented into the design company
processes and supports the use of automated model checking tools within the Authoring Tool
environment during the design phase of the project, with the objective of validating the
alphanumerical information content of the BIM models in relationship with the information
requirements that is needed to be met.
4. Case Study: the workflow developed in the methodology will be tested into a BIM model
provided by the partner institution, IBE d.d., with the intention of evaluating the applicability
of the methodology defined by the author.
5. Conclusions

3
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2

BACKGROUND

2.1

Quality in BIM

2.1.1

Introduction

Quality is a concept that can be applied to any field. For example, the Oxford Dictionary in its first
definition, defines quality as “the standard of something when it is compared to other things like it; how
good or bad something is” [4]. When finding sources that can define quality in relationship to BIM, the
BIM Dictionary can be consulted. The BIM Dictionary is an Open Source & free to use project,
developed by the BIMe Initiative. It defines quality as “the measure of excellence or a state of being
free from defects, deficiencies, and significant variations, brought about by the strict and consistent
adherence to measurable and verifiable standards to achieve uniformity of output that satisfies specific
customer or user requirements" [5].
In ISO 19650, BIM is defined as “use of a shared digital representation of a built asset to facilitate
design, construction and operation processes to form a reliable basis for decisions” [1]. In [6], Succar
defines BIM as a set of technologies, processes and policies (standards) that result in a methodology to
manage the building´s data throughout all its lifecycle.
The shared digital representation mentioned in the BIM definition given by ISO 19650 consists of digital
assets, which can be 3D models, documents or data sets that represent the built asset [7]. These digital
assets are, in the end, containers of information that is exchanged between all the stakeholders involved
in the lifecycle.
Making a relationship between the previous concepts, it can be interpreted that quality in BIM involves,
on the one hand, the quality of the digital assets, and on the other hand, the quality of the processes and
standards. This goes in accordance with the expressed by Donato, Lo Turco and Bocconcino [6], who
divide the quality evaluation of BIM processes into two: quality of the processes themselves and quality
of the models. This thesis focuses on the quality of the models.

Figure 1: Quality evaluation in BIM (based on [8])
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2.1.2

4

Quality of BIM models

In continuation with the expressed by Donato, Lo Turco and Bocconcino [8], the use of BIM
methodology should translate into the generation of digital models containing unique and nonmisleading information. The quality of the models is determined by the quality of the models entirely
(is the model located in the correct place, do elements clash, …) and the objects contained in the model
(do the elements contain the correct information to represent the built asset).
In simple words, a BIM model is a container that is used for exchanging information that describes a
physical environment. The information contained in the model can be geometric or alphanumeric [9].
Thinking about a clash in a model, for example, it can be interpreted as the representation of a conflict
in the geometrical information contained in the model, caused by defective geometrical information of
certain elements in the model. Therefore, it can be deduced that a BIM model will be of good quality
when the information that is contained in the model, both geometric and alphanumeric, is free of defects
and satisfies the specified requirements.
2.1.3

Information in BIM models: poor data quality leads to wrong information

It is common to use the terms data and information to describe the same things. However, it is worth
mentioning that in order for data to become information there needs to be a processing of this data [10].
“Concrete” is just data, but when it is associated to a wall in a 3D model, it becomes information.
Therefore, poor data quality as an input translates into wrong information as an output.

Figure 2: Data to information (based on [10])
The “fitness for use” concept, adopted widely in the literature, led Wang and Strong [11] to define the
concept of data quality as “data that are fit for use by data consumers” and the concept of data quality
dimension as “a set of attributes that represent a single aspect or construct of data quality”. In their
work, the authors develop a conceptual framework for data quality, identifying up to nineteen
dimensions of data quality, distributed into four different categories: intrinsic data quality, contextual
data quality, representational data quality and accessibility data quality.

5
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In addition to Wang and Strong [11] addressing the data quality, other authors, like Naumann and Rolker
[12] or Delone and McLean [13], evaluate information quality and different dimensions that affect it.
Table 1: A conceptual Framework of Data Quality [11]

Category
Dimensions

Data Quality

Data Quality

DATA QUALITY

Intrinsic

Contextual

Representational

Value-added

Believability

Interpretability

Relevancy

Accuracy

Timeliness

Objectivity

Completeness

Reputation

Accessibility

Ease of understanding
Representational consistency

Appropriate amount of data

Concise representation

Accessibility
Access
Security

In [2], Mirarchi and Pavan identify the most used objective dimensions of data quality as the following
ones:
•

Accuracy: to which extent the data is reliable, correct, and certified.

•

Consistency: are the semantic rules defined over a data set satisfied.

•

Completeness: is the data describing a set of real-world objects included in a particular data
collection and to which extent.

•

Timeliness: to which extent the data is up to date to represent an actual situation.

Based on the three first dimensions mentioned (leaving timeliness out of the analysis), the authors
evaluate data quality issues that can appear in BIM models, developed with the same authoring tool
(Autodesk Revit) by different design teams that were provided with the same set of requirements to
comply with. They found common data quality issues across the different models, classifying them
according to the data quality dimensions considered:
•

Accuracy issues:
o

Inconsistency between information fields

o

Precompiled information fields:

o

▪

Information is not known

▪

Information is known but not used

Other human related accuracy issues (i.e., typos)
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•

•

6

Consistency issues:
o

Misuse of the object categorization provided by the tool

o

Information introduced in the wrong information field

Completeness issues:
o

Objects do not satisfy information requirements defined in the EIR

o

Information structure defined to satisfy the requirements and volume of information
generated

This analysis made by Mirarchi and Pavan [2], comes in response to the lack of exploration on the
quality of possible data quality issues in native models. This possibility is mentioned in [14], where
Solihin, Eastman and Lee analyse IFC quality validation, understanding how the export and import
phases in the process are a cause of quality issues.
Based in their works, and without considering any quality dimensions, it could be deduced that quality
issues in BIM models can be caused by two types of factors:
1. Human factors: data quality issues can appear when the persons responsible for adding data to
the models do not do it in a proper way (i.e., processes for adding data are not followed
correctly, the author does not have enough knowledge…)
2. Technology factors: data quality issues derived from the tools used to create or exchange the
models (i.e., missing data caused by the exporting of a model to IFC, processing of empty fields
by the tools…)

Figure 3: Sources of data quality issues in BIM models (inspired by [14])
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2.1.4

Information Requirements

As mentioned earlier, quality depends on the satisfaction of the specified requirements. The ISO 19650
[1] defines information requirement as the “specification for what, when, how and for whom information
is to be produced”. The appointing party (usually known as the client) should understand and specify
which information is needed to be delivered by the different lead appointed parties and appointed parties
(i.e., designers, contractors…), that will be stored in the Asset Information Model (operational phase)
or in the Project Information Model (delivery phase). In addition, appointed parties can add their own
information requirements. The purposes for requiring information deliverables should be stated by the
party requiring them, and they can include [1]:
•

Asset register

•

Support for compliance and regulatory responsibilities

•

Risk management

•

Support for business questions:
o

Management capacity and utilization

o

Management of security and surveillance

o

Support for renovation

o

Predicted and actual impacts

o

Operations

o

Maintenance and repair

o

Replacement

o

Decommissioning and disposal

These information requirements should be expressed in terms of project stages when related to the
delivery phase (development of PIM) or in terms of life-cycle trigger events when associated with the
operational phase (development of AIM) of the asset.
The management of the information requirements is one of the core concepts of the ISO 19650. If
information requirements are not clearly defined, the possibility of delivery teams not being able to
provide correct and complete information increases, which may negatively affect the decision-making
processes and the progression of the projects.
The ISO 19650 defines four key documents that should be set out by the appointing party and that will
define their information requirements:
•

Organizational information requirements (OIR) [1]: describe information requirements that are
necessary to answer or inform high-level strategic objectives of the organization.
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Asset information requirements (AIR) [1]: these requirements should address the information
needed in order to answer the OIR that are related to asset and needed to support its operation
and maintenance.

•

Project information requirements (PIR) [1]: they should explain which information is needed in
relation to the design, construction and purpose of the future built asset.

•

Exchange information requirements (EIR) [1]: are defined in relation to an appointment and
should be identified whenever any of them happens.. They are developed in response to the PIR
and AIR needs. They include technical requirements (i.e., software tools to be used),
management requirements (i.e., workflows), and commercial (i.e., information delivery dates).
Their goal is to request the truly required information at each specified time.

Figure 4: Hierarchy of information requirements [1]
2.1.5

From LOD to Level of Information Need

The concept of level of information need is introduced in the ISO 19650 as “ framework which defines
the extent and granularity of information ” [1].
This concept arises in response to the concept of LOD (level of development) widely used in the industry
with the intention of specifying the information that should be present in a BIM model. It was first
introduced by the AIA (American Institute of Architects) [15], and after adapted by BimForum [16] to
create the Level Of Development Specification (Part I and II) that is the most used LOD specification.
However, what in the beginning was an attempt to standardize the information required in BIM models,
the requirement of developing BIM models to a certain LOD can become a handicap due to evolution
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of the use of BIM for projects of different characteristics and the application of BIM methodology by
stakeholders of different backgrounds.
As an example, Mirarchi and Pavan [2] identify in their research that project teams that were served
with the same LOD requirements for the development of BIM models, developed those models in totally
different ways, one identified reason being the LOD specification not having being specifically
developed for Italy, and other reason being the different cultural backgrounds of the project team
members.
In order to adapt the concept of LOD to their market, some countries like Denmark [17] or Italy [18]
have developed their own LOD specification. These initiatives bring into the market new specifications
based on the same concept, using their own LOD levels (i.e., “LOD 300 DK” for Denmark or “LOD F”
in Italy), which can bring confusion when stakeholders form different countries are involved in the same
project.
All these LOD specifications relate the level of “geometrical” information in the model to a level of
“alphanumerical” information, meaning that, if a certain level of geometrical information is desired, the
alphanumerical information should also be developed up to a certain point. However, depending on the
characteristics of the project, it may only be required to develop geometrical information, without any
need of alphanumerical information (or the other way around). This can happen, for example, in
renovation or decommission projects, where LOD might not be the right way to require information for
the models.
The use of level of information need, instead, is determined according to the purpose of each deliverable,
including the appropriate determination of granularity, quality and quantity of information [1]. The use
of the level of information need to specify information requirements allows the party requiring them to
be specific about the information that should be produced, acting with the end in mind and avoiding the
production of information above the minimum amount needed to answer any requirement, which is
considered as waste [1]. Different metrics to determine the level of information need should be defined
and used across the whole project or asset, being all of this clearly described within the AIR, EIR, OIR
or PIR [1].
The European Standard, EN 17412-1:2021: “Building Information Modelling - Level of Information
Need - Part 1: Concepts and principles” [19] “Establishes the concepts and principles for consistent
detailing of the level of information need and information deliveries using building information
modelling (BIM). Sets up a framework for specification, looking at the purpose, information delivery
milestones, who is involved and the objects within a breakdown structure. Also considers the definitions,
verification and validation”[20] .
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The purpose, milestones, actors involved, and the objects respond to the why (i.e., the information is
needed to achieve a model use [21]), when (i.e., at the beginning of a RIBA Stage [22]), who should
produce (i.e., structural designer) and what (i.e., structural columns) information is needed, while the
level of information need answers how the information is needed. For the same purpose but a different
object, the level of information need may vary [19].
For each object then the level of information need can be described as a set of [19]:
•

Geometrical information:
o

Detail: describes the complexity of the object´s geometry in relation to the real object,
ranging continuously from symbolic over simplified to detailed.

o

Dimensionality: the object will be characterized by spatial dimensions that can be 0D,
1D, 2D, 3D.

o

Location: describes the positioning and orientation of an object and can be absolute (in
relation to a reference point) or relative (in relation to another object).

o

Appearance: describes the visual representation of the object compared to the real
world, and ranges from symbolic to realistic.

o

Parametric behaviour: describes if the shape, positioning and orientation of the object
are defined in a way that they are independent from other information associated to the
object or to the context where the object is placed, allowing for partial or total
reconfiguration. It can be fully requested, partially requested, or not requested at all.

•

Alphanumerical information:
o

Identification: this is used in order to position an object within a breakdown structure.
As an example, the identification of the object can be name, type name, classification,
reference structuring, index, numbering…

o

Information content: it is the list of all the required properties, which can be grouped
to facilitate the alphanumerical information management.

•

Documentation: the documentation for an object or group of objects to support processes,
decision making, approvals and information deliverables´ verification should be specified as a
set of required documents.
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Figure 5: Level of information need relationships´ diagram (adapted from [20])
2.2

QA/QC and BIM models checking

2.2.1

Quality assurance and quality control definitions

On one hand, quality assurance (QA) can be defined as “the system implemented to provide confidence
that quality requirements for a product or service are met” [23]. On the other hand, quality control (QC)
can be defined as “the activities conducted, or the mechanisms or techniques used to check if quality
requirements for a product or service are met” [24]. Both quality assurance and quality control are
components of quality management (QM) along with quality planning and quality improvement [25].

Figure 6: Main components of quality management (based on [25])
It is frequent that both terms are used indistinctively to refer to the same thing calling it QA/QC process,
and it is worth mentioning what is the difference between them. QA is a proactive practice designed to
assure that a stated level of quality is reached, being its purpose to prevent defects from happening in
the solution. QC, on the other hand, is a reactive practice to determine the quality of the product [26].
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QA/QC in BIM models

To put into context the concepts of QA and QC in relation to BIM models, the following example can
be used: modelling an object according to the company modelling standards is part of the QA plan
defined for the model (it prevents the defect of an unproperly modelled object in the model), while
checking if all objects in the model are modelled correctly according to the modelling standards is part
of the QC. A QA plan for creating a BIM model up to a certain quality fulfilling the defined requirements
can contain QC activities to ensure that the requirements that result on the model reaching the desired
quality are met.
The Singapore BIM Guide Version 2.0 [27] mentions that it is the work of the BIM Manager to establish
a proper QA plan for the models, that ensures appropriate checks on the information and the accuracy
of the data, while the BIM coordinator of each discipline should be the one establishing a quality control
procedure that ensures that each model is accurate and correct and it does not contradict the modelling
guidelines. The guide also recommends considering the following aspects when defining a QA plan:
•

Modelling guidelines

•

Dataset validation

•

Interference check

•

Validation of BIM data to be used for Cross-Disciplinary Model Coordination

In addition, they provide a modelling guideline for QA for each discipline and different stages
(Appendix C of the guide) [27].
Similarly to the Singapore BIM Guide [27], it is a common practice nowadays that public entities
develop their own guides or manuals, each of them addressing the QA or QC processes according to
their needs and depending on their maturity level. Using the case of Spain, public entities like Puertos
del Estado [28], Euskal Trembide Sarrea [29], Junta de Extremadura [30] or Ferrocarrils de la
Generalitat Valenciana [31] have published their own guides or manuals on BIM, covering the QA and
QC topics in more or less depth. Therefore, it is worth mentioning that the vision on QA will be different
if it is looked at it from the point of view of the client or the designer [32].
As mentioned by Donato, Lo Turco and Bocconcino [8], there are international standards and best
practices on BIM implementation, while there is no clear one for quality assessment. In their work, they
propose a semi-automatic procedure for the evaluation of the quality of the models and processes. In
[33] Barichello proposes a framework for QA and its application in BIM authoring tools. As opposed to
that, the topic on QA and QC is often found in literature being addressed by using IFC files [14] which
is also encouraged, in practice, by organizations like buildingSmart [34]. In [35], Kovacs and Micsik
take a step further away, and suggest eight principles for BIM-based compliance checking in which, if
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they agree that quality control should be independent of the software used and should be interoperable
and available as open source, being this also the principle behind the use of IFC, they also suggest that
IFC is not enough flexible and there is still a lot of information commonly used in industry that is not
specified in the scope of IFC.
In its conferences at BIMxp 2020, Vendrell [36], [37], defines quality management of models as a 2
stage process, QA taking place in the authoring environment, previously to the federation of models,
while QC takes place in open environments with the use of IFC formats after the federation of models
has taken place:

Figure 7: Quality management in BIM: a two stage process (adapted from [36], [37])

2.2.3

BIM Model Validation or Model Checking

Model validation or model checking (also referred to as model compliance checking, quality checking,
model auditing…) is “the process of checking models for possible data loss, data corruption or
incompatibility with defined specifications” [38]. Model checking is a powerful tool for QA and QC,
but there should not be confusion between “quality checking” and “quality control” (QC).
The use of BIM models boosts the quantity of information checked from 5-10% in traditional design
processes up to 40-60% [3]. Nowadays, there is an increasing interest in model checking tools that can
run automatic checks as part of the QA and QC processes. Being able to check the informative content
of the models and verify the presence of the alphanumeric information required in the EIR and BEP,
can detect potential flaws in advance and the decision making relying on verifiable information
contained in the model is guaranteed. Model checking is at the same time an essential an very powerful
tool for the designer, as it allows to perform regular self-assessment [39]. The potential of implementing
automated checks from the designer point of view would be able to increase the control on the
information produced, being able to reduce future reworks and therefore saving time. The verification
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and analysis of the results of model validations should be part of a standard routine, allocating proper
time for it and for any adjustments on the model that may be required as a result of the analysis [3].
There are different ways of carrying out model checking, going from a simple visual check (i.e.,
identifying modelled elements that are not required or are not modelled in a proper way), to semiautomated or fully automated checks.
In [40], Hjelseth defines “BIM-based model checking” (BMC) as “software which processes the content
of information in BIM-files according to rules specified as pre-defined procedures”. For BMC he
identifies the following components:
•

Software: allows to read the BIM models, process rules, and present the results.

•

Information in the BIM-file: the structure and the content of the information should comply with
the requirements in the rules.

•

Rule-sets: the collection of rules within a topic (i.e., clash detection). A rule is a logic question
whose answer can be “yes”, “no”, or “not checked” if there is missing information. The BMC
will read the information in the model as input for processing the rules.

Figure 8: Principle of BMC [40]
In [41], Hjelseth proposes a framework to classify BIM checking concepts and defines the following
classification on BMC:
1. Validation Checking [41]: Verifying that the BIM-designed solution adheres to the rule-sets`
established guidelines is the goal of this concept. One or more sources, such as codes, standards,
agreements, best practices, or other predetermined requirements, may serve as the foundation
for a rule set. The most widely used sort of validation checking is clash detection, whereas code
checking is a frequent type of checking but still with limited implementation.
2. Model content checking [41]: A defined set of pertinent data is compared to the BIM model
content. Identified and not Identified are the two alternatives for this checking. Writing a report
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to record compliance could be the next step. Specified data can also be removed, and default
data can be used to replace properties.
3. Smart object checking [41]: the goal of smart object checking is to enable embedded pre-defined
rules or algorithms to automatically adapt to the surroundings as the object itself observes it.
The use of smart objects helps to update designs continuously. In the opinion of this thesis´
author, this concept does not fit the concept of checking or in any case it could be a subdivision
of the first concept, validation checking, as stated by [35] as it is a real-time adaption of the
object in relationship to the other objects in the 3D model.
4. Design option checking [41]: this check confronts the 3D model against a complex knowledge
base resulting in different alternative design versions that fit the criteria. The solutions that allow
this type of checks are still immature in the AEC industry, but one example of them could be
“Generative Design for Revit” [42].
After defining the four major concepts types of BMC, Hjelseth [41] classifies them in two major concept
groups: compliance checking and design solution checking:
Table 2: Overview of concepts of BIM-based model checking [41]
Concept group

Concept type
Validation

Purpose of
checking
Validation

Compliance

checking

checking

Model content

Content of

checking

information

Smart object
Design solution

checking

checking

Design option
checking

Outcome
Pass/fail

Examples
Clash detections
Code compliance

A filtered list

Relevant information for exchange

Integration

A modified

Size of building parts (objects)

(adaptation)

model

related to the building (model)

Options and

Knowledge system for selecting

advice

relevant solutions

Guidance

When the activity of checking the models is part of a QA or QC plan, the intent is not finding different
design alternatives or define the quality of the design, meaning that the concept group of “design
solution checking” are not included in such plans, but can be used as continuous support for the design
process [41].
In practical application at project level, according to Cirbini, Mastrolembo and Bolpagni [39], the
process of Model Validation is organized in three different phases of consequential verification (which
are, in fact, checking types of the compliance checking concept group defined by Hjelseth [41]):
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1. BIM Validation [39]: it essentially consists in the check of the geometrical and alphanumerical
information in the model, checking also the if the procedures of modelling are correct. This
phase takes place to ensure that the 3D model is prepared in a way to carry out further analysis
based in the information contained in the model, the structure of the information, the naming
and classification of the objects, etc. If the use of a rule-based model checking tool is expected,
both the tool and the model to be checked should share the same semantics, therefore there will
need to be a mapping in the checking tool to recognize the information in the 3D model. A
successful validation of the model will verify that the data contained in it can be recognized by
the checking software as the data is accurate, consistent, and complete, and that the model
complies with the defined requirements. The verification and validation processes defined in
the EN 17412:2 [19] should take place in this phase. The use of the level of information need
framework allows the verification and the validation of the informative content in the BIM
model, and it is potential to be machine-readable helps reducing the checking time and human
errors. If the level of information need is unambiguously defined, it will avoid different
interpretations of the same requirement, avoiding mistakes. The verification and validation of
the information are defined as follows:
•

Verification [19]: “confirmation, through the provision of objective evidence, that
specified requirements have been fulfilled.” The verification of deliverables against the
level of information need can be used to check the existence of objects in the model
(i.e., are there doors at a certain building story), alphanumerical information (i.e., do
fire-protection doors contain the fire-rating property), geometrical information (i.e.,
does a door contain dimensions information) or documentation.

•

Validation [19]: “confirmation, through the provision of objective evidence, that
requirements for a specific intended use or application have been fulfilled”. It
guarantees that the geometrical information, the alphanumerical information, and the
documentation specified can be used for the defined purposes (i.e., validating that the
value of the fire-rating property is a time type of value).

2. Clash Detection [39]: the process of clash detection is one of the most known model checking
procedures when using BIM methodology, as it allows to perform a geometric and spatial
analysis in a short time and identify current spatial interferences between the future build
elements that would result in conflicts during the construction stage of the asset if not identified
properly in advance.
There are subsequent steps to clash detection: first, the designer should detect any geometrical
interference to his competence their discipline model, like the architectural or the structural
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model. After that, a clash detection between different disciplines is performed to detect any
issues in the merged model happening and that may involve different designers [3].
Clash detection does not only serve the purpose of checking if two future built elements are
physically affecting each other, as not having enough clear space around an element can also be
a type of clash. There are, in essence, three types of clash detection [43]:
•

Hard clash [43]: it’s the most known of them, and the most basic, happening when two
elements occupy the same specific space, for example, a duct passing through a column.

•

Soft clash [43]: in this case two elements are not occupying the same physical space,
but when one object does not have enough spatial tolerance around them. An example
of a soft clash can be a column being placed in front of a door, close enough to it so a
person cannot access through the mentioned door.

•

Workflow clash [43]: also known as 4D clash, as opposed to hard clashes and soft
clashes, these do not involve a physical space interference but involve conflicts in
schedules, such as workflow timeline, material delivery, equipment delivery, etc. They
are mostly scheduling related, and their existence translates into a decreasing of
performance in the construction of the asset due to activities affection.

When performing a clash detection check, usually, the check is based on a “Clash Detection
Matrix” that should be defined in the BEP of the project. This matrix is organized in a way that
it gives information about which sets of elements will be checked against which, the type of the
check, the tolerances needed, and the parties involved. Based on this matrix, the rule-sets for
the clash detection check should be developed, and finally, the check should be performed and
the results analysed.
3. Code Checking [39]; this type of check compares the design developed in a BIM model against
codes and regulations [44]. Whereas the model validation and the clash detection check´s
objective is just evaluating the informative content on the models without any judgement on the
design of the solution adopted for the project, the code checking does check the design in order
for it to be compliant with design codes, that are different depending on the location of the
project. Due to this, those codes need to be translated into parametric rules that allow to be read
and interpreted semantically, the same way that client requirements or other information that
would be suitable to be checked should be also translated, so that after they can be implemented
as rules [39]. The object elements need as well to be enriched with alphanumerical information
that is not automatically created by the process of geometrical modelling, something that
happens, for example, with dimensional data [45].
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Figure 9: Consequential phases of model checking (inspired by [39])
2.2.4

Automated rule-based checking: four major stages

Eastman et al. [46] define automated rule checking as “software that does not modify a building design,
but rather assesses a design on the basis of the configuration of objects, their relations or attributes”,
which is similar to the definition given by Hjelselth [40] to BIM-based model checking (BMC). In their
work, they analyse different software platforms that support implementation of rule checking to be
applied on IFC models, as they consider the IFC as the only neutral model representation that allows to
describe a building for rule-checking. They also point out the potential emerging of rule-checking using
native application data models.
Automated rule-based assessment tools can be implemented as: applications tied to a design tool, like
plug-ins allowing to perform checks at the designer discretion, stand-alone applications running in
parallel to the design tool or web-based applications accepting design from different sources [46].
In [46], the authors identify a necessary structure that allows to implement functionally complete rulechecking and reporting systems, and they structure the rule-checking into four major stages: Rule
Interpretation, Building Model Preparation, Rule Execution and Rule Check Reporting.
1. Rule interpretation [46]: in this stage, the objective is to be able to translate and formalize the
requirements needed, and that usually are expressed in a natural language, to machine-readable
rules that allow to carry out the rule-based checking. This can be the most vital and complex
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stage of the four stages defined. There are different approaches to carry out this translation,
explored by Ismail, Ali and Iahad in [47]:
•

Existing software or plug-in applications: this approach uses the capabilities of the
software to perform this stage. The most famous software for this is Solibri Model
Checker (SMC) [48].

•

Object-based approach: this technique for organizing knowledge is done representing
object types as the knowledge. Examples of organizing the knowledge are defining the
attributes, rules, procedures, and machine learning. There are three stages to represent
codes using this approach: building code classification and abstraction, rule
representation modelling and knowledge base establishment. An example of this is
CORENET ePlanCheck [49].

•

Logical approach: the use of predicate logic is a common way to allow to map rules
from natural language to a processable form. A predicate will be a well-defined term
that can be translated into “true” or “false” and the rules can be connected through
logical connections like “and”, “or” and “if-then”. Other methods for this are conceptual
graph and decision table methodology.

•

Ontological approach: an example of this is the RASE methodology (Requirement,
Applicability, Selection and Exceptions) [50].

2. Building model preparation [46]: This stage involves the BIM model being built in a way that
enables the quality checking. Therefore, its structure and the information richness should be
suitable for performing the given rule-based check. For example, a stair modelled as a set of
slabs could not be evaluated through rules that pretend to evaluate the parameters of stair
objects.
3. Rule execution [46]: this stage performs the comparison of the information contained in the
BIM model to the defined requirements and gives back the pass or fail of the rule-based check.
4. Rule check reporting [46]: this stage happens at the end when there is the need to communicate
or evaluate the results of the checks. This reporting can go from as simple as a table with the
results in each line to a 3D visualization with coloured objects that compose the BIM model.
The report is basic to understand, communicate, follow, and solve whatever problems may be
detected by the checks in an effective way.
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Figure 10: General structure of a rule-based checking process (inspired by [46], [47])
2.2.5

Classes of rules for automated rule-based checks

In [51], Solihin and Eastman carry out a classification on the types of rules for application in building
models depending on the complexity of their computation and the requirements imposed on the rule
execution environment. According to the authors, rules can be classified in 4 classes:
1. Class 1 – Rules that require a single or small number of explicit data [51]: the rules of this class
check the information available in the object´s parameters, making it the most straightforward
ones to implement, which, at the same time, grants them a huge potential on improving the
model quality, especially when there is a consistent and easy way for the user to define a rule
that checks basic information. For example, a rule that evaluates if the value of the parameter
“Area” of an object is above a certain number.
2. Class 2 – Rules that require simple derived Attribute Values [51]: this class of checks base their
rule on the combination of multiple parameters using custom algorithms that process data
obtained from specific parameters to, afterwards, derive the information requested. For
example, a rule that will combine the values of the parameter “Area” of different objects and
then evaluate if the combined value is above a certain number.
3. Class 3 – Rules that require extended data structure [51]: this rules collects rules based on
external data inputs. It is possible that “Class 1” and “Class 2” rules fall in this category if they
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need external inputs. For example, a rule that will identify the “GUID” of an object and then
evaluate the value of the “Area” that corresponds to that GUID in an excel table.
4. Class 4 – Rules that require a “proof of solution [51]: this collection of rules are not used with
the objective of resulting in compliance or non-compliance, but require a “proof of solution”.
The application is more interested in the solution that complies with what the rules expect.
2.3

Summary

When referring to BIM methodology, the concept of quality can be related to the BIM processes or to
the information models [8]. The BIM models are containers of data put into the context of the future
built asset, becoming information, therefore the quality of the models is directly proportional to the
quality of the data and its capability to comply with whatever requirements are expected to be satisfied
[1].
The three principal dimensions of quality of data in BIM models are accuracy, consistency and
completeness [2], and the appearance of issues in the quality of the data can be related to the user
involved in the modelling process [2] or related to the translation of the data that may happen in
interoperability processes (import/export of data) [14]. In addition, the production of more data than the
minimum needed to satisfy the requirements can be considered as waste [1].
A Quality Assurance plan (QA), focusing on the authoring tool [36], aims to prevent these data issues
from appearing in the model, and reactive measures to correct the issues that might be present in the
models can be implemented with a proper Quality Control (QC) plan in open environment [37].
Model checking is a powerful tool for both, QA and QC, to validate the data contained in the BIM
models [39], and the use of the “Level of Information Need” framework as a substitute of the typical
LOD as a mean to require information contained in the BIM models improves the processes of
verification and validation of the data contained in the models, clash detection and code checking [39]
and, in addition, enables the potential of rule-based model checking procedures [19]. Rule-based model
checking allows to perform fast and automatic compliance checks [40], [41], [46], [51], of that data,
resulting in valuable information to ensure the quality of the models and support decision making related
to the built asset.
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METHODOLOGY

The present chapter of this thesis aims to define a “workflow” to develop automated rule-based checks
to help validate the information produced in the BIM models during the design stages of the life cycle
of a construction project that involves BIM methodology. Based on the four major stages of automated
rule-checking defined by Eastman et al. [46], a workflow is proposed in order to develop automated
checks that can be used as a tool of self-assessment and a way to control of the information produced
by a design company that is part of the development of a project.
3.1

Problem statement and hypothesis

With the increase of adoption of BIM methodology in construction projects and the increase of the BIM
maturity of the stakeholders involved in them, the information generated in the projects is also increasing
in a directly proportional way. As signalled by the ISO 19650 [1], the task delivery teams of Appointed
Parties are responsible for the information they generate and, therefore, for making sure that such
information is accurate, reliable and usable by the Appointing Party as well as the other stakeholders
involved in the collaborative production of information.
In general, in design companies, the checking of the information produced is still carried out by manual
or traditional methods as part of the QA or QC processes, and it takes large amounts of time. The need
of producing the information using an authoring tool, combined with the possibility that the same
designer is involved in different disciplines of the project (which most likely translates into different
disciplines making use of the same authoring tool to generate information) and the increased use of
cloud platforms like Autodesk Construction Cloud [52] or Graphisoft BIMCloud [53], enhances the
potential of checking the information directly in the authoring tool, avoiding the export to other formats
like IFC to check the information produced and the possible information flaws derived from such export
process.
Therefore, the implementation of automated checking procedures as part of the QA/QC processes in the
authoring tool environment, can help save time that designers spend for that task, avoiding source of
errors like exporting processes, and improve the efficiency of the information production and the control
over such information, which, ultimately, translates into money saved by the client.
3.2

Overview

As mentioned, the aim of the “workflow” is to serve as support to implement automated rule-checks
during the design stages of the project, to help improve the validation of the information produced in
the BIM models, from the design company point of view. For the development of this workflow, it is
assumed that the design company has already a certain maturity level and therefore they have their own
defined processes and standards, and they apply BIM methodology as a daily basis.
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3.2.1

Objectives and principles

The objectives of the implementation of the automated rule-based checks as a part of the design stages
of the project life cycle are the following:
•

Improve the validation process of the produced information through automated procedures.

•

Ensure the accuracy, reliability and usability of the information contained in the BIM model.

•

Increase the control over produced information during the design stages.

•

Improve efficiency and reduced the amount of time necessary to carry out the checking
processes.

•

Serve as a tool for company self-assessment and supporting decision making during the design
stages.

•

Serve as a tool to support the modelling process.

In order to reach the defined objectives, the rule-based checking system should be able to support the
following principles:
•

Replicability: the developed rule-based checks should be suitable to be implemented across
different projects with a reduced amount of effort in the adaptation of the rules from one project
to another.

•

Modularity: it should be possible to perform different checks not as a whole, but as separated
checks that can be included or excluded depending, for example, on the current stage of the life
cycle, or the set of information is pretended to be checked.

•

Storage ability: the automated rule-based checking system should allow to storage different
checks and support building a “check-set” library, that at the same time enable the replicability
of the checks.

3.2.2

Workflow structure

The workflow defined in this thesis is based on the research performed in the “Background” chapter of
this thesis, and specially based on the four major stages for Automatic rule-based checking defined by
Eastman et al. [46]. The workflow structure can be seen in the following diagrams, and consists on the
following steps:
1. Rule Interpretation.
2. Building Model Preparation.
3. Rule Execution.
4. Rule Checks Reporting.
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Figure 11: Context diagram for the workflow

Figure 12: Diagram of the main steps of the workflow
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3.3

Step 1: Rule Interpretation

The first step of the workflow is dedicated to make a translation from the different information
requirements to machine readable rules that can be interpreted by the software tools that might be used.

Figure 13: Diagram for Rule Interpretation step
3.3.1

Information Requirements Classification

The first activity for this step would be to classify the Information Requirements that the model needs
to comply with. As a result, for this activity, there will be Information Requirements that can be
translated into machine-readable rules that can evaluate the information content of the models or
Information Requirements that cannot be translated into the machine-readable rules. The input for this
activity is:
•

Information Requirements (I1), which include: the OIR, AIR, EIR, PIR, and any information
requirement that comes from other stakeholders of the project, as well as own information
requirements from the design company.

For the case of Alphanumerical Information validation, it is ideal that the Information Requirements
include the Level of Information Need. This Level of Information Need will specify the list of all
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required properties for the objects contained in the BIM model, which enhances the implementation of
automated rule-based checks.
The controls for this activity are:
•

BIM Authoring Tool (C1): the way that the authoring tool structures the information conditions
the way that information requirements are implemented in the BIM models, therefore, the
Authoring Tool affects the classification of the Information Requirements.

•

Project BEP (C2): the project´s BIM Execution Plan defines the strategy on how to address the
Exchange Information Requirements. The BEP should include information such as delivery
milestones, strategies, and other information relevant like for example, the QA plan. In addition,
it is very important for this workflow that the BEP includes the Design Company´s Modelling
Standards, Naming Standards, and the Project Model Breakdown Structure.

•

Local codes and regulations (C5): these will vary depending on the location of the project.

The output for this activity will be the Information Requirements that can be classified as suitable to be
“rule-implemented”.
3.3.2

Project Specific Check-sets Structure Definition

The check-sets are a group of different checks that are built to evaluate certain information. The checksets, therefore, are composed of different individual checks.
Defining a check-set structure that suits the needs of the designer company is important for the following
reasons:
•

It allows to define a granularity on the checks, which at the same time facilitates the execution
of checks to evaluate just certain information without having to execute checks that evaluate the
whole BIM models. Therefore, this enhances the principle of modularity for the defined
checking activities.

•

It increases the control over the information produced.

•

It helps the storage of the check-sets in a library, which translates into the possibility of using
the same check-sets across projects, or adapted check-sets with limited adaptation efforts.

The inputs to perform this activity are:
•

Information Requirements suitable to be “rule-implemented” that come as a result of the
previous activity of the “Rule Implementation” step of the workflow.
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The controls for this activity are:
•

BIM Authoring Tool (C1): it directly influences the structure of the check-sets, as it would be
logical to define a similar hierarchy for the check-sets to the hierarchy used by the Authoring
Tool, for example, if the Authoring Tool is Autodesk Revit, it is valid option to structure the
check-sets following the same hierarchy (categories, families, types, and instances).

•

Project BEP (C2): in particular, it is important to consider the milestones and stages defined for
the project and the model breakdown structure.

•

Design company Modelling Standards (C3) and Naming Standards (C4).

The output of this activity is a “Project Specific Check-Set Structure” that will serve as a control tool
for defining the project specific rule-based checks.
To illustrate on how this check-set structure could look like, the next example has been developed:
Table 3: Example of defined Check-Set Structure for the "Rule Interpretation" activity
PROJECT SPECIFIC CHECK-SET STRUCTURE
,
,
…
CHECKS BASED ON CATEGORY OF THE OBJECT
CHECKS BASED ON TYPE OR INSTANCE
CONCEPT DESIGN STAGE
MODELLING CHECKS, CONSISTENCY CHECKS, VERIFICATION CHECKS,
VALIDATION CHECKS

CATEGORY

TYPE OR
INSTANCE

DEVELOPED DESIGN STAGE
MODELLING CHECKS, CONSISTENCY CHECKS, VERIFICATION CHECKS,
VALIDATION CHECKS

TECHNICAL DESIGN STAGE
MODELLING CHECKS, CONSISTENCY CHECKS, VERIFICATION CHECKS,
VALIDATION CHECKS

3.3.3

Create Project Specific Rule-Based Checks

This activity is the most sensitive of the workflow since it is where the actual creation of rules takes
place. The inputs for this activity are:
•

Suitable Information Requirements that resulted from the Information Requirements
Classification activity (A1.1)
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Check-set library (I3): if there are previously defined different checks for other projects and are
stored, and those checks have been created following the replicability principle, it is possible
that there are available checks in the library that can perform the checking of the desired
information with minimum or no adaptation needed. If not, the new checks developed following
the replicability, modularity, and storage ability, in this stage should be stored, so they can be
used in future projects.

The controls for this activity are:
•

BIM Authoring Tool (C1): the object-oriented approach of the authoring tool as well as its
hierarchy influences the way that the rules are built, as the rules need to identify the elements
available in the BIM model, which is usually made by identifying the class of the objects, the
type of the objects or the entities.

•

Project BEP (C2): as it is defined which and how information in the BIM model is going to be
addressed, it directly influences the construction of the project specific checks

•

Design Company Modelling Standards (C3) and Naming Standards (C4): these control tools are
very important in the creation of the rules. A strong and consistent naming convention is very
vital, due to the necessity of identifying the objects and properties available in the model, usually
by the object naming or the property naming. In addition, a poor naming convention can hinder
the creation of rules, while a good naming convention can reduce exponentially the time needed
to replicate the rule. As an example, building a rule with conditions for a rectangular object
(such as a beam) that is identified in their name with a code like “Width x Height_Material”
(width by height and material) and replicate it for a different element that follows the same
naming convention can be a matter of seconds, while if the second rectangular object follows a
different naming convention, like “Material_Height”, trying to replicate the same rule can take
as much time as writing a new rule from scratch.

The chosen “Rule Translation Tool” (M1) serves as the mechanism for carrying out the translation from
the requirements to the rule-based checks, in a way that can be read by the “Check Execution Tool”
(M3) in the “Rule Execution” step of the workflow. It is common that both the rule translation tool and
the check execution tool are the same, allowing to perform both the translation and the execution, but
there is also the possibility that the rules can be written in with a different tool (like for example, a text
editor that allows to create and edit rules in a language that can be read by the check execution tool, like
.xml).
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The approach suggested by this workflow is an object-oriented approach, as implementing the checks
in the BIM Authoring Tool, which commonly follow an object-oriented hierarchy. As opposed of
following a software approach like “Solibri Model Checker”[48] could be, which follows a black-box
principle in its model checking, it is a matter of importance to use a tool that allows us to follow a whitebox principle, so the user that creates the rule-based checks can have control on how the information is
managed.
To build the rule-based checks, it is proposed that the rule-sets are structured in a way that the following
parts can be identified:
•

The first part of the rule-set is destined to identify the objects that are intended to be checked
(i.e., concrete pile foundations)

•

The second part of the rule-set should set the conditions for the alphanumerical information
related to the object to satisfy the information requirements (i.e., material of the piles should be
concrete)

Figure 14: Rule-set Structure
As last step of this activity, it is necessary to decide if after evaluating the rule-set, the check should
result in fail or pass, depending on if the rule is built to evaluate the elements that meet the desired
conditions or if the rule is built in a way that the elements that are evaluated do not meet the conditions.
For example, a check can be built in a way that it identifies the objects that do not have the correct value
of a property, and therefore this check returns “Fail” as a result.
As output for this activity, the result is the new developed check-sets for the project (different rules
conform a rule-set for a check, and checks conform the check-sets) that will evaluate the different
information available in the objects of the BIM model.
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Step 2: Building Model Preparation

The activity of “Building Model Preparation” consists of enriching the model with the data referring to
the information requirements that it is desired to be checked.
Ideally, this activity should be integrated into the modelling process of the design stages, in order to
enhance the efficiency of the project design processes.
For this activity of the process, the inputs are:
•

The Information Requirements (I1) that served as an input for the “Rule Interpretation” are also
input for this step of the process. It is important to say that both Information Requirements that
are suitable to be implemented for the automated checking, and the ones that are not suitable to
be checked automatically are input for this step, as the model needs to satisfy all the specified
requirements.

•

Authoring Tool BIM Model (I2) that needs to be enriched with the necessary data to satisfy the
information requirements.

The controls consist of:
•

New developed Check-sets (O1): the developed check-sets that will compare the information in
the BIM Model against the rules that are part of the checks during the “Rule Execution” activity.

•

Project BEP (C2)

•

Design Company Modelling Standards (C3): the model should be modelled and prepared
according to the modelling standards of the company for the project. The Modelling Standards
are as well a control tool for the previous activity of the “Rule Interpretation”.

•

Design Company Naming Standards (C4): in the same way that the naming standards are very
important in order to develop the rules that are part of the checks, it is obvious that if the model
is not prepared using the same naming standards, the developed check-sets will not be able to
identify the objects, or the properties embedded in the rules that will perform the checking of
the objects in relation to the information requirements.

The BIM Authoring Tool (M2) will be the mechanism to perform that Building model preparation, and
as a result of this activity, the output the output of this activity should be Authoring Tool BIM Model
(O2) enriched with data to be checked.
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Depending on the maturity level of the design company, this enrichment of the model with data, in
particular the alphanumerical information that should be available in the parametric objects, should be
carried out by using automated procedures, when possible, in order to ensure that human errors in the
process of enriching the model with data are avoided.
To illustrate the above, in the process of modelling during the design stages, the geometrical modelling
can be carried out first, and afterwards, the parametric objects that are part of the model can be enriched
in an automated manner with the desired properties, and the desired values for these properties can be
populated also in an automated way.
Nowadays, there are plug-ins available for the Authoring Tools that allow to create and populate
properties for the objects under different standards, like information related to different classification
like Uniclass or COBie. One example of this tools is the BIM Interoperability tools for Autodesk Revit
[54], that and their Standardized Data Tool or their COBie Extension. There is also a possibility to
automate this parametric enrichment through other automation tools like Dynamo.
An example the integration of this activity into a determined design stage modelling process of a project,
including automation of the parametric enrichment of the model, can be the following:

Figure 15: Example of integration of the “Building Model Preparation” activity into a typical
modelling process for a determined design stage of a project
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Step 3: Rule Execution

The activity of “Rule Execution” consists in the actual model checking in an automated manner.
The rule execution tool will read the desired data available in the BIM model or the objects that compose
it, read the rule-sets that compose the checks, and compare both in order to determine if the information
available in the model satisfies the rules implemented in the check at the determined stage of the design
process, and therefore the model “passes” the automated check.
Therefore, the inputs for this activity are the following:
•

Authoring Tool BIM Model (O2): the model that results as an output of the “Building Model
Preparation” activity will serve as an input for the “Rule Execution” activity, as the CheckExecution Tool must read the information that is available in the model according to the rules
that conform the checks.

•

New Developed check-sets (O1): the output of the “Rule Interpretation” activity is also an input
for the Check-Execution Tool, as it is needed to indicate which sets of checks it is desired that
the tool performs on the information available in the BIM Model.

The mechanism for this activity will be the Check Execution Tool (M3) that, as mentioned previously
when talking about the “Rule Interpretation” activity, will most likely be the same as the “RuleTranslation” tool, when talking about plug-ins or other software solutions that are designed to perform
these automated checks.
As a result of this activity, it will be the results of the checks as an output, that will be serving as an
input for the “Rule Check Reporting” activity.
The results of the “Rule Execution” will depend on the way that the rule-sets are built. As mentioned
before, as part of the “Rule Interpretation” activity, a rule-set can be built in a way that the check should
result in “Pass” or “Fail” if the identified conditions for the desired object are matched, which can be
useful if it is desired to identify the objects that do not meet the requirements.
In the particular case of this thesis and based on the checking tool used for the case study of the
application of this workflow, it has been determined that building the rules in a way that the check fails
if the conditions translated into the rule-sets of the checks are met, is of great utility, as identifying the
objects that do not comply with the information requirements facilitates the taking of corrective actions
on the information associated with the object.
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In an illustrative way, this activity takes place in the following way:

Figure 16: Process of the "Rule Execution" activity
3.6

Step 4: Rule Check Reporting

As the last step of the workflow comes the activity of the Rule Check Reporting, that aims to
communicate the results of the performed automated checks to the user that performed such check or
other users that may have interest in the information that the results of the checks provide.
As an input for the activity, it will have the results of the “Rule Execution” activity, and a mechanism
to perform the activity will be the Check Results Reporting Tool (M4). The activity will result on the
different Check Results Reports generated with the different objectives that the design company
estimates as output. Generally, when using a software solution such as a plug-in to perform the checks,
the tool will have a function to report the results or offer to export the results to a file format, however,
if other type of solution is used for the performing of the checks, like a visual programming tool or a
scripting tool, it should be functionality should be implemented in a way that the results can be exported
in order for them to be visualized or analysed, like for example, to an Excel file.
For the specific case of a design company, once the results of the automatic checks are available, two
types of reporting have been identified:
•

Information issues reporting: this type of reporting should take place to communicate the results
of the checks to the designed project member, so corrective actions can be taken in the BIM
model in order to modify the defective information in the model that did not pass the checks.
This type of reporting could be carried out using tools that support BCF (BIM Collaboration
Format) [55].

•

Management reporting: this type of reporting can be prepared by using data visualization tools
like Power BI. This type of reporting can serve different objectives, like for example, analyse
the trend of the results for a model checked at different delivery milestones, or identifying if
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there are some tasks in the modelling process that are not taking place with the expected
efficiency.
3.7

Implementation of the workflow in the design process of the project

The defined workflow explains the steps necessary to be taken in order to develop automated rule-based
checks for the objective of Model Validation of the BIM model during the different design stages of the
project.
However, this workflow should not stand as a parallel workflow to the design process but should be
implemented on the project´s design process, with the different steps of the designed workflow
happening at different steps of such design process once it is decided to be implemented.
To illustrate this, a generic design process is described in the following diagram, integrating the different
steps of the workflow developed in this thesis:

Figure 17: Example of implementation of the workflow steps into a project generic design stage
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4

CASE STUDY

4.1

Partner Institution and case study material

The material used for this case study has been facilitated by IBE d.d.. They are the leading engineering
and consulting company in Slovenia, with more than 70 years of experience, and they develop projects
in different sectors such as energy, industry, infrastructure, public service buildings or environmental
protection, among others.
With more than 160 employees located in different offices across the country, the company has taken a
step forward in the adoption of BIM Methodology on their daily basis. Using different authoring tools
for their projects, one of the most used for this is Autodesk Revit for the development of BIM models
for disciplines such as architecture, structures, and MEP.
For the development of this thesis, IBE d.d. has provided the author with a BIM model developed with
Autodesk Revit. The model consists in the Structural Model developed at the Technical Design stage
for the project of a logistics warehouse for one of their clients. It is worth mentioning that the model is
a “snapshot” (which means the model is frozen in time) of the BIM model, ready to be used
independently and containing three-dimensional information and alphanumerical information for the
objects that comprise the BIM model. An IFC and NWD files with the federated model of the project
has also been facilitated to give context to the information.

Figure 18: Decomposed view of the building model for the logistics warehouse project.
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Figure 19: Building model for the logistics warehouse project.
In addition to the BIM model, IBE d.d. has also provided the list of parameters and values for those,
required for the structural elements of the foundations of the building (which will be the scope of
the case study). The list of parameters and values can be identified as the “Alphanumerical Information”
that is part of the Level of Information Need required and are identified for the different design stages
of the project (Faze 1 corresponds to “Concept Design”, Faze 2 to “Developed Design”, and Faze 3 to
“Technical Design”). The list has been adapted to the facilitated model from a most recent project
currently under development by the company in an earlier stage of the design phase of the life cycle of
the project.

Figure 20: Example of alphanumerical information required for the pile foundation elements of
the model depending on the design stage of the project
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4.2

Software selection

For the practical application of the methodology described in the previous chapter, Autodesk Revit
2022 has been chosen as the Authoring Tool, for the obvious reasons that the partner institution IBE d.d.
develops their projects with this tool.
As for the tools to carry out the activities for automated rule-based checks, the tools that have been
chosen are the following:
•

Autodesk Model Checker Configurator [56]: this tool will be used as the “Rule Translation
Tool” specified in the methodology, and allows to create custom rule-based checks that can be
later executed in an automated way.

•

Autodesk Model Checker for Revit [57]: this will be used as the “Check Execution Tool”
specified in the methodology, and allows to execute the rule-based checks created with the
configurator on the authoring tool BIM model.

•

Dynamo [58]: this visual programming tool for Autodesk Revit can be used for many
applications. In the case of the particular application of the defined methodology, this tool has
been used to populate parameters with the required values defined in the alphanumeric
information requirements from the Level of Information Need. It will be used to populate the
values for the parameters that are missing in the model during the activity of Building Model
Preparation, in an automated way.

•

Power BI [59]: this tool has been used to create management reports to help understand the
checked information and the outcome of the checks. It will be used as the “Check Results
Reporting Tool” mentioned in the methodology, to illustrate how the results of the checks can
be reported.

4.3

Methodology application: Step 1 – Rule interpretation

4.3.1

Information Requirements Classification

As described in the methodology chapter, this is the first activity for the “Rule Interpretation” step,
where the requirements are classified into the ones that that can be translated into machine-readable
rules, and those that cannot.
Due to both confidentiality and language barriers, it has not been possible to have access to all the
requirements for the project (OIR, PIR, EIR, etc…). In any case, the list of alphanumerical
information requirements has been provided, which are all full machine-readable and are suitable to
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be implemented into the BIM model. This list of alphanumerical information requirements is part of the
Level of Information Need required and will be used as the input for the next activities of the first step
of the workflow. The list of alphanumerical information required can be consulted in the “Annex 1:
Alphanumerical Information Requirements”.
4.3.2

Project Specific Check-sets Structure Definition

The aim of this activity is to define a correct structuring of the check-sets that will be developed, in a
way that the adjust to the necessities of the model checking activity.
As the scope of the case study focuses on the “Structural Foundations” elements that are part of the
structure of the building. The elements of this category which alphanumerical information required has
been provided and that will be checked are:
•

Piles

•

Pile Caps

•

Ground Beams

•

Pocket Foundations

•

Foundation Slabs

In addition to the identification of the elements that will be checked, a classification on the types of
checks to be performed can also be made. For this case study, the checks have been classified into 4
different types of checks:
•

Modelling checks (MOD): a small series of basic modelling checks have been developed based
on correct modelling practices. For example, the elements are associated to a level. These checks
are also related to active properties of the objects.

•

Consistency Checks (CON): the aim of this checks is to ensure that the information provided
by the naming of the elements is consistent with the geometrical information or alphanumerical
information. For example, the information for the width on the “type name” of an object is
consistent with the actual width dimension of the object.

•

Verification Checks (VE): These checks aim to verify the existence of the information
parameters required by the Level of Information Need in the objects, provided by IBE. They do
not check if the value of the parameter is correct or not. For example, the existence of the
parameter IBE_ElementType.
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•

Validation Checks (VA): the objective of this set of checks is to evaluate the value of the
parameters against the required values and, therefore, validate the information content required
by the “Level of Information Need” provided by IBE. For example, if the value of the parameter
IBE_ElementType is correct for the piles. These checks are performed over passive properties
of the objects.

The grouping of the alphanumerical information provided by the partner institution has also been taken
into account for the definition of the structure. The provided parameters are classified in the following
groups:
•

Classification / IBE_Klasifikacija

•

Identification / IBE_Identifikacija

•
•

IFC Parameters / IBE_IfcParametri
Dimension / IBE_Dimenzije

•

Material / IBE_Material

•
•

Structural / IBE_Konstrukcijski
Construction / IBE_Izvedba

•
•

Location / IBE_Lokacija
Description / IBE_Popis

As a result, the check-sets developed have been structured in a way that allows modularity of checking,
considering the type of checks developed. This structure will allow to select which checks are wanted
to be executed, without having to execute all of them at the same time, if this was not necessary. For
example, it can be chosen to execute just checks related to the ground beams (modelling, consistency,
verification, and validation) or execute just a type of check for all the structural foundation elements.
The project specific check-set structure is illustrated in the following table:
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Table 4: Defined project specific check-set structure

STRUCTURAL INFORMATION CHECKS
STRUCTURAL FOUNDATIONS: GENERAL
Verification of Parameters (VE)
Classification / IBE_Klasifikacija
IFC Parameters / IBE_IfcParametri
SFGeneral

SFGeneral (VE)

Material / IBE_Material
Structural / IBE_Konstrukcijski
Construction / IBE_Izvedba
Description / IBE_Popis

STRUCTURAL FOUNDATIONS: PILES
Modelling Procedures (MOD)
Consistency (CON)
Verification of Parameters (VE)
Piles (VE)

Structural / IBE_Konstrukcijski

Location / IBE_Lokacija
Validation of Parameters (VA)
Classification / IBE_Klasifikacija
Piles

Identification / IBE_Identifikacija
IFC Parameters / IBE_IfcParametri
Piles (VA)

Material / IBE_Material
Structural / IBE_Konstrukcijski
Location / IBE_Lokacija
Construction / IBE_Izvedba
Description / IBE_Popis

STRUCTURAL FOUNDATIONS: PILECAPS
Modelling Procedures (MOD)
Consistency (CON)
Validation of Parameters (VA)
Classification / IBE_Klasifikacija
Identification / IBE_Identifikacija

Pile Caps

IFC Parameters / IBE_IfcParametri
Pile Caps (VA)

Material / IBE_Material
Structural / IBE_Konstrukcijski
Construction / IBE_Izvedba
Description / IBE_Popis

STRUCTURAL FOUNDATIONS: GROUND BEAMS
Modelling Procedures (MOD)
Consistency (CON)
Validation of Parameters (VA)
Classification / IBE_Klasifikacija
Ground
Beams

Identification / IBE_Identifikacija
Ground Beams
(VA)

IFC Parameters / IBE_IfcParametri
Material / IBE_Material
Structural / IBE_Konstrukcijski
Construction / IBE_Izvedba
Description / IBE_Popis
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STRUCTURAL FOUNDATIONS: POCKET FOUNDATIONS
Modelling Procedures (MOD)
Consistency (CON)
Validation of Parameters (VA)
Classification / IBE_Klasifikacija
Pocket
Foundations

Identification / IBE_Identifikacija
Pocket
Foundations
(VA)

IFC Parameters / IBE_IfcParametri
Material / IBE_Material
Structural / IBE_Konstrukcijski
Construction / IBE_Izvedba
Description / IBE_Popis

STRUCTURAL FOUNDATIONS: FOUNDATION SLABS
Modelling Procedures (MOD)
Consistency (CON)
Validation of Parameters (VA)
Classification / IBE_Klasifikacija
Foundation
Slabs

Identification / IBE_Identifikacija
Foundation
Slabs (VA)

IFC Parameters / IBE_IfcParametri
Material / IBE_Material
Structural / IBE_Konstrukcijski
Construction / IBE_Izvedba
Description / IBE_Popis

Once the structure is defined, the next step is to build the check-set structure on the tool that will be used
to build the rule-based check-sets. As mentioned before, for the development of this thesis, the tool
selected for this activity is Autodesk Model Checker Configurator from the Autodesk BIM
Interoperability Tools.

Figure 21: Autodesk Model Checker Configurator launcher in Revit 2022.
Once the tool is launched, it is possible to create a new check-set file from scratch or create a new one
by editing an existing one that can be in the company´s library, which could be used as a template to
create different project specific check-sets. The idea of a library is one of the cases where the modularity
principle becomes essential. Because of the way the Model Check configurator works, importing
individual checks is not possible. However, it is possible to have individual checks under the category
of “Unused Checks”, which can act as a library.
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Figure 22: Autodesk Model Checker Configurator. General Settings interface
In the case of this thesis, a new check-set has been created from scratch for the case study. The structure
of the check-set can be defined under the option of “Checkset Structure and Organization”

Figure 23: Setting up of the case study check-set information
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Figure 24: Setting up of the project specific check-set structure with the Configurator
4.3.3

Create Project Specific Rule-Based Checks

Once the check-set structure is defined, and the requirements against which it is desired to check the
BIM model´s objects are identified, the next step is to build the different checks that will validate the
model´s alphanumerical information content.
To build these checks, the same tool, Autodesk Model Checker Configurator, will be used. This tool
allows to create rule-based checks in three different ways:
1. The “Wizard Check Builder” allows to create checks in an interactive way, choosing between
the different options that are prompted in the screen, from the result that is desired for the check,
through the elements to be checked, to the properties that should be checked.
2. The “Pre-Built Checks” option allows to select from a set of standard checks that come already
built by the tool and that can be used to check general aspects of the model.
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3. The “Advanced Check Builder” allows to create new checks from scratch or edit existing ones
by editing the rules (filters) that form the check. These checks can be later added to the
corresponding place under the check-set structure. This is the option that has been chosen to
start creating the rule-based checks.

Figure 25: “Wizard Check Builder” interface of the Model Checker Configurator

Figure 26: “Pre-Built Checks” interface of the Model Checker Configurator
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When creating checks from scratch with the “Advanced Check Builder”, the rules that will be part of
the check can be built with what the tool calls as “filters”. Each filter is composed of:
•

Operator

•

Criteria

•

Property

•

Condition

•

Value

To follow the rule-set structure defined in the methodology (refer to Figure 14) the combination of
different filters needs to be used, some of them to set the conditions that identify the desired objects,
and some of them will be used to evaluate the object´s properties against the requirements.

Figure 27: “Advanced Check Builder” interface of the Model Checker Configurator
When building the checks with the “Advanced Check Builder”, four different options for the result of
the check can be chosen:
•

Fail when No Matching Elements are found

•

Fail when Matching Elements are found

•

Count of Matching Elements only

•

Count and list of Matching Elements
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The choice of the “Check Result” for the check is important because it influences the logic of the filters
(rules) that will be used to compose the check.
The different checks for the present case study developed with the Configurator tool have been built in
a way that the checks will fail when matching elements are found. This has been decided because, due
to the characteristics of the tool, when the check fails due to matching elements being found, the tool
will report a list of the matching elements, this means, the elements that are failing the check. This is
useful to identify the objects that are not being compliant with the requirements.
Considering the characteristics of the Configurator tool, the individual checks have been configured
following the next structure:

Figure 28: Project specific rule-based structure for the case study
To illustrate, in the next example it can identified how a project specific rule-based check is built for
this case study:

Figure 29: Example of project-specific check developed with the Model Checker Configurator for
the verification of the parameter IBE_ElementType of the “Structural Foundation” elements.
•

The desired result is the check to “Fail when Matching Elements are found”.

•

The combination of the first two filters, identify the objects that are desired to be evaluated. In
this case, all the instances withing the category “Structural Foundations”.
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•

The third filter identifies the property of the objects to be evaluated objects against the
requirements. For this case, the requirement is the existence of the parameter
“IBE_ElementType”.

As for the granularity of the checks built for this case study, the checks can be built in a way where
they can check a single requirement at a time or different requirements at the same time. Having more
a higher granularity translates into the creation of a bigger number of checks but, given the internal
structure of the tool and how it organizes the filters to build the checks, having a lower granularity does
not mean that the checks are faster to be created.
For this case study, a higher granularity on building the checks has been applied, in a way that each
check checks just a single requirement, which helps to identify in a better way which objects are not
compliant.
It is mentioning that the check-set created will be an .xml file. This means, that the file cannot be only
opened or edited with the Model Checker Configurator, but it can also be opened and edited with
different tools like text editors or source-code editors.
The different checks created for the case study have been created to ensure that the replicability of the
checks is possible. In order to corroborate this, the first checks, corresponding to the pile instances were
created with the Autodesk Model Checker Configurator, which took a certain amount of time since all
of them had to be created from scratch. Once this check-set for the pile foundation instances was created,
it has been replicated for the rest of the elements (pile caps, ground beams, pocket foundations and
foundation slabs). For this, the .xml format has resulted in a tangible amount of time saved due to the
possibility of opening it with a source-code editor and copy/paste the checks that were already created
and edit the new ones with tools like find/replace so they will check the new desired elements.
After editing the file with the source-code editor, the file can be opened again with the Model Check
Configurator, which will recognize all the new checks present in the file.
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Figure 30: Check-set file opened in a source code editor
Once the check-set has been defined and structured in the desired way and all the desired checks have
been created, it is possible to proceed to the next step of the workflow. The full list of project specific
checks inside the check-sets can be found in the “Annex 2: Project Specific Check-set”.

Figure 31: Check-set with the project specific rule-based checks created for the case study in the
shown in the Configurator interface
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4.4

Methodology application: Step 2 – Building Model Preparation

As mentioned during the methodology chapter of this thesis, this activity should take place integrated
during the modelling process of the design stages of the project, and not as an independent activity to
take place after such process.
In addition, it has also been mentioned the potential of preparing on enriching the model with data using
automated procedures in order to eliminate or reduce human errors when preparing the model.
For the development of this case study, it has been assumed that the model provided has been already
prepared before being provided, although, it should be mentioned that the requirements provided were
not originally required for the provided project, and therefore some data might be missing (this will,
after, portrait a more realistic view of the check execution and the results of the checking).
Some of that missing data mentioned has been identified during the application process of the
methodology to the case study. In particular, the absence of the following parameters in the structural
foundation elements:
•

IBE_ConcreteGrade

•

IBE_ExposureClass

•

IBE_ChlorideClass

•

IBE_ConcreteDmax

•

IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass

Figure 32: Parameter “IBE_ConcreteGrade” missing in the structural foundation elements
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The fact that this data is missing in the model has been perfect to allow to illustrate how the enrichment
of the BIM model can be done in an automated way. For this, a Dynamo script has been built, allowing
to create the missing parameters and populate the parameters with the value required in the provided list
of alphanumerical information required. It is needed to mention that the following script creates new
parameters instead of adding parameters from the design company shared parameters file (as it was not
possible to access to it), but a script that adds existing parameters from a shared parameters file could
also be built, so the logic behind the automated enrichment of the alphanumerical information of the
model is still the same, and therefore, valid.

Figure 33: Dynamo script to for model data enrichment in an automated manner
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The script has been built in a way that both the creation of the parameters and the population of the
values happen sequentially by introducing a pass-through node. This allows to have just one script
instead of two different scripts, one for creating the parameters and other to populate the value of the
parameters. Once the script is in the library of the company, it can be executed with the Dynamo Player
tool, without the necessity of opening the script editor. After the script is executed, the parameters will
be available in the objects and populated with the desired value, as can be seen in the following image:

Figure 34: Missing parameters available and populated for the elements of the model

Ideally, the enrichment of the alphanumerical information of the objects in the BIM Model should be
done at every design stage by the design team, just with the minimum information needed to satisfy the
alphanumerical information requirements, and therefore, avoiding waste.
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Methodology application: Step 3 – Rule Execution

This step of the workflow is a sensitive one, as generally the execution of the checks needs to be
triggered by a human. However, ideally, this step could happen in an automated way, automated
meaning that it does not need human activity.
For the case study, the “Check Execution Tool” has been the Autodesk Model Checker for Revit. To
execute checks with this tool, it is first necessary to setup the check-set file, this means, associate the
check-set file to the BIM model that is wished to be checked:

Figure 35: Check-set setup interface in Autodesk Model Checker for Revit

Because the project specific check-set was structured in a way that allows modularity and with a high
level of granularity, it is possible to select exactly which checks it is desired to perform in the model.
This is very useful, for example, when one member of the project team might be working on some of
the elements and wishes to perform an isolated automated check to evaluate the current state of the
elements and perform active corrective measures over the elements, instead of waiting for a planned
complete check of the model to be performed by the BIM Coordinator.
Once the check-set is associated with the model, it can be run by clicking the “Run” button. A new
interface will appear that will allow to run the check-set under the button “Run Report”. The tool offers
the possibility of adding other BIM models to be checked, not only the current one, and the possibility
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of also checking the models that are linked to the current model. This feature can be useful if, for
example, the design company has a “Master Model” in the Authoring Tool for the current project where
all the discipline models are linked.
Once the “Run Report” button is clicked, the tool will perform the checks that were selected to be
performed under the setup option mentioned before.

Figure 36: Interface of Model Checker for Revit to run the desired check-set
Aside from this “manual” way to perform the automated checks in the desired model, there is also the
possibility to automate this process up to a certain level with this tool. This allows this process to be
“hands-off” as much as possible. However, this possibility has not been explored for this thesis.
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Methodology application: Step 4 – Rule Check Reporting

Once the checks are performed after selecting the “Run Report” option, the Autodesk Model Checker
for Revit tool will show an interface with the report of the results of the checks. The results reported
depend in a direct way on how the project specific rule-based checks were built. In the present case
study, the tool will report all the instances that do not pass each check, and a check fails when one or
more instances do not pass the rule-based check. The tool also shows a percentage, that indicates the
percentage of checks that were passed over the total number of checks performed. It is worth mentioning
that this percentage is not, in any way, a quantitative measure of the quality of the model. However,
some companies that use this tool for automated model-checking associate the percentage of the checks
passed with a level of quality of the model, and they consider that the model is of quality when a certain
percentage of passed checks is reached.

Figure 37: Interface of Model Checker for Revit with the results of the run check-set
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The report generated by the tool allows to expand the results on the check-set structure to reach the
desired check and consult which instances are not complying with the defined requirements in the
checks. This option enhances the first type of reporting identified in the methodology: Information
issues reporting.
The issues found can be reported to a team member using BCF Format with a tool like BCF Manager
for Revit. This is illustrated in the following images.
First, the elements can be consulted in the Model Checker interface, and by clicking the lens icon they
can be selected in the model:

Figure 38: Model Checker for Revit interface with the report of the results of the check-set
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Secondly, a new issue can be created by a tool like BIMCollab BCF Manager to communicate to a
design team member the results of the check and if necessary, ask to take corrective actions on the
elements that have not pass the checks successfully.

Figure 39: Reporting an issue to a team member for the elements that have not passed a certain
check with BCF Manager from BIMCollab

Figure 40: Issues report with BCF Manager tool in Revit

As can be seen in Figures 37 and 38, the tool also supports the possibility of exporting the result of the
checks performed in excel format. This possibility enhances the second type of reporting mentioned in
the methodology: Management reporting.
Once the results are exported, the data in the excel file can be organized and presented in a way that
supports the team members that are responsible for management and decision making to evaluate the
results and come to different conclusions based on the data presented.
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For this kind of reporting, the use of Microsoft Power BI tool has been explored. This tool can be used
to create a dashboard that reads the results of the checks from the excel file created and present them in
a graphical way that allows to understand easily what it is desired to transmit.

Figure 41: Management report in Power BI for the results of the automated checks
In addition, it is also possible to setup a dashboard in Power BI in a way that reads and compares the
reports from different days located in the same folder. This can also be useful for project specific
decision making.
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CONCLUSION

The workflow proposed in this thesis aims to identify the steps needed to be taken to successfully
implement automated rule-based checks with the objective of validating the alphanumerical information
content of a BIM model, into a design company QA or QC plans and design phase processes. The
objective of this thesis was not to try to implement quantitative measures of quality in the models, but
to analyse how the model checking activities can be improved by defining a proper workflow for the
implementation and the use of rule-based checking tools withing the authoring tool environment that
are already available in the market.
By testing the workflow in the case study provided by the partner institution, IBE d.d., it has been
possible to evaluate the strengths and limitations of the workflow, and if it confirms the hypothesis
formulated in the methodology chapter: “the implementation of automated checking procedures as part
of the QA/QC processes in the authoring tool environment, can help save time that designers spend for
that task, avoiding source of errors like exporting processes, and improve the efficiency of the
information production and the control over such information, which, ultimately, translates into money
saved by the client”.
Under the point of view of the author, the application of the workflow on the case study has proven the
hypothesis be right, but under certain circumstances, this might not be the case.
For the hypothesis to be corroborated, the different steps of the proposed workflow need to be
implemented into the design company processes and across different projects, and not being
implemented as an isolated process. This is because the effort to carry out the steps of “Rule
Interpretation and “Building Model Preparation” the first time is tangible. If the check-sets are well
structured and the rule-sets are built in a way that enhance replicability, modularity and ability to be
stored, the effort needed to create project specific check-sets gets drastically reduced, being the activity
that needs more time to be carried out the “Building Model Preparation”.
The testing of the workflow on the case study has corroborated that after a certain number of checks
have been carried out with automated rule-based checks, the time spent in implementing the checks gets
compensated, even more if the automated rule-base checks are implemented the earliest as possible
during the design stages. Estimating that a total of 20 hours is needed to implement the automated rulebased checks in a project for the first time in the company, and these checks need 3 hours of the time of
a person to be performed in a manual way, after the 7th time that the automated checks are performed,
they start to save time for the design company, and therefore, money. If the implemented checks in the
first project can later be replicated for another project and just 10 hours are needed to implement them,
the company will start saving money just after the 3rd time that the checks are performed (all this just
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assuming that the checks are only performed before a deadline or a milestone, and not for selfassessment or modelling support).
The rule-base checks for the case study have been built in a way that they could be replicated between
the different type of elements that was desired to be checked. While creating the checks for the piles
took a certain amount of time (it should be mentioned that the author had no experience with the model
checking tool selected for the case study, for what there was a learning curve), the amount of time needed
to create the same checks for the pile caps just took a quarter of that time, and the same for the other
types of elements. This was also enhanced by the possibility of editing the rule-based checks in a sourcecode editor.
It has also been possible to verify that in order to replicate and implement the rule-based checks
developed in other projects in a successful way, the design company should have very strong modelling
and naming standards. This is because, much of the alphanumerical information contained in the model
is the type of text, and the checking can be carried out using Regular Expression, and a change on the
structure on how the information is presented will enforce that the rule-based checks will need to be
edited to value the object´s properties accurately.
The implementation of the workflow has also been identified to have certain limitations which are
directly related to the software tools chosen. To illustrate this, both the authoring software and the model
checking tool used for the case study do not treat the same way the system families of the project and
the loadable families. This can be a limitation on the way that the rule-based checks are built, specifically
the part of the rules that intend to identify the object to be evaluated. Another limitation identified in the
model checking tool has been the impossibility of comparing two properties’ values, which could be
useful, for example, to check the consistency between the name of an object and the information
available in other of the object parameters.
In general, the case study has proven that the implementation of automated checks for validating the
alphanumerical information of the objects against given requirements in the environment of the
Authoring Tool is possible with the available technology, some manual or semi-automated model
checking procedures can be substituted by automated rule-based checks, and it does not necessarily need
to be carried out using IFC format. This also saves a considerable amount of time since it is no longer
necessary to export the model to IFC to validate the content afterwards.
Some possible lines of works have been identified from the developing of this thesis. In the literature
review, validation of the model has been mentioned and the implementation of automated rule-based
checks have been proposed in this thesis to carry out that validation, but the topics of clash detection
and code checking within the environment of Authoring Tool can also be investigated. In addition, the
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automated performing of the rule-based checks, this means the elimination of the necessity of a human
being triggering the process of the checking could also be a potential topic to be researched about.
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7

ANNEXES

7.1

ANNEX 1: ALPHANUMERICAL INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
Alphanumerical Requirements - Piles
Revit Parameter
IBE_ElementType
Mark
Description
Comments

Text
Text
Text
Text

Type of Parameter

Example of Value
Pilot - uvrtan
PIL-K1-001
Uvrtan pilot D=100 cm, L=25 m
<komentar>

Type Comments
Type Mark
IfcExportAs
IfcExportType
Diameter
Length

Text
Text
Text
Text
Length
Length

PIL-D100-A
P-01
IfcPile
BORED
1m
25 m

Elevation at Top
Elevation at Bottom
Structural Material
IBE_ConcreteGrade
IBE_ExposureClass
IBE_ChlorideClass

Length
Length
Text
Text
Text
Text

-8 m
-30 m
Beton-C25/30
C25/30
XC0
Cl 0.2

IBE_ConcreteDmax
IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass
Structural
IBE_ReinforcementGrade
IBE_ReinforcementRatio
IBE_RebarCover

Text
Text
Boolean
Text
Integer
Length

D16
S3
Yes
B500B
80
0.04

IBE_PileBearingCapacity
IBE_ConstructionProcess
IBE_ExecutionClass
IBE_SurfaceTreatment
IBE_CuringClass
IBE_ToleranceClass

Force
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

7,0 kN
InSitu
EXC2
VB0
1
1

IBE_SideFormworkType
Level
IBE_LocationMark
IBE_CoordinateX
IBE_CoordinateY
Keynote

Text
Text
Text
Length
Length
Text

JeklenaCev
K01
A(+2,6)1
15 m
15 m
01.07.01.XXX

IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS
IBE_Volume
IBE_PileShaftArea
IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate
IBE_BOQReference

Text
Volume
Area
Real
Text

Uvrtan pilot D=100 cm, C25/30
19,6 m3
78,5 m2
78,5 m2
1.3.25
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Alphanumerical Requirements - Pile Caps
Revit Parameter
IBE_ElementType
Mark
Description
Comments

Type of Parameter
Text
Text
Text
Text

Example of Value
Pilotna greda - pravokotna
HBM-K1-001
Pilotna greda B/H=160x60 cm
<komentar>

Type Comments
Type Mark
IfcExportAs
IfcExportType
Thickness
Width

Text
Text
Text
Text
Length
Length

HBM-Tip A
HBM-01
IfcFooting
FOOTING_BEAM
0,6 m
1,6 m

Length
Elevation at Top
Elevation at Bottom
Structural Material
IBE_ConcreteGrade
IBE_ExposureClass

Length
Length
Length
Text
Text
Text

33,80 m
-8 m
-8,6 m
Beton-C30/37
C30/37
XC0

IBE_ChlorideClass
IBE_ConcreteDmax
IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass
Structural
IBE_ReinforcementGrade
IBE_ReinforcementRatio

Text
Text
Text
Boolean
Text
Integer

Cl 0.2
D16
S3
Yes
B500B
80

IBE_RebarCover
IBE_ConstructionProcess
IBE_ExecutionClass
IBE_SurfaceTreatment
IBE_CuringClass
IBE_ToleranceClass

Length
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

0,04
InSitu
EXC2
VB0
1
1

IBE_SideFormworkType
Level
Keynote
IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS
Thickness
Volume

Text
Text
Text
Text
Length
Volume

ž
K01
01.07.01.XXX
Pilotna greda B/H=120x40 cm, C30/37
0,6 m
32,45 m3

IBE_NetSideFormworkArea
IBE_BOQReference
IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate

Area
Text
Real

48,48 m2
1.3.25
78,5 m2
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Alphanumerical Requirements - Ground Beams
Revit Parameter
IBE_ElementType
Mark
Description
Comments

Type of Parameter
Text
Text
Text
Text

Example of Value
Pasovni temelj
STF-K01-001
Pasovni temelj B/H=100/50 cm
<komentar>

Type Comments
Type Mark
IfcExportAs
IfcExportType
Length
Width

Text
Text
Text
Text
Length
Length

STF-Tip 1
STF-01
IfcFooting
STRIP_FOOTING
10,0 m
1,0 m

Thickness
Elevation at Top
Elevation at Bottom
Structural Material
IBE_ConcreteGrade
IBE_ExposureClass

Length
Length
Length
Text
Text
Text

0,5 m
-8,0 m
-8,5 m
Beton-C30/37
C30/37
XC2

IBE_ChlorideClass
IBE_ConcreteDmax
IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass
IBE_ReinforcementGrade
IBE_ReinforcementRatio
IBE_RebarCover

Text
Text
Text
Text
Integer
Length

Cl 0.2
D16
S3
B500B
100
0,04

IBE_ConstructionProcess
IBE_ExecutionClass
IBE_SurfaceTreatment
IBE_CuringClass
IBE_ToleranceClass
IBE_SideFormworkType

Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

InSitu
EXC2
VB0
1
1
Opaz pasovnih temeljev

Level
Keynote
IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS

Text
Text
Text

Length
Width
Thickness
Volume
IBE_NetSideFormworkArea
IBE_BOQReference

Length
Length
Length
Volume
Area
Text

K01
01.07.01.05G
Pasovni temelj B/H=50x100 cm,
C30/37
10,0 m
1,0 m
0,5 m
5,0 m3
11,0 m2
1.3.25

IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate

Real

78,5 m2
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Alphanumerical Requirements - Pocket Foundations
Revit Parameter
IBE_ElementType
Mark
Description
Comments

Type of Parameter
Text
Text
Text
Text

Example of Value
Temeljna casa
PCF-K01-001
Temeljna casa L/B/H=180/180/250 cm
<komentar>

Type Comments
Type Mark
IfcExportAs
IfcExportType
Length
Width

Text
Text
Text
Text
Length
Length

PCF-Tip 1
PCF-01
IfcFooting
PAD_FOOTING
1,8 m
1,8 m

Thickness
Elevation at Top
Elevation at Bottom
Structural Material
IBE_ConcreteGrade
IBE_ExposureClass

Length
Length
Length
Text
Text
Text

2,5 m
-8,0 m
-10,5 m
Beton-C30/37
C30/37
XC2

IBE_ChlorideClass
IBE_ConcreteDmax
IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass
IBE_ReinforcementGrade
IBE_ReinforcementRatio
IBE_RebarCover

Text
Text
Text
Text
Integer
Length

Cl 0.2
D16
S3
B500B
100
0,04

IBE_ConstructionProcess
IBE_ExecutionClass
IBE_SurfaceTreatment
IBE_CuringClass
IBE_ToleranceClass
IBE_SideFormworkType

Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

InSitu
EXC2
VB0
1
1
Opaz temeljne case

Level
Keynote
IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS

Text
Text
Text

Thickness
Volume
IBE_NetSideFormworkArea
IBE_BOQReference
IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate

Length
Volume
Area
Text
Real

K1
01.07.01.05X
Temeljna casa L/B/H=180/180/250
cm, C30/37
2,5 m
6,6 m3
18 m2
1.3.25
78,5 m2
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Alphanumerical Requirements - Foundation Slabs
Revit Parameter
IBE_ElementType
Mark
Description
Comments

Type of Parameter
Text
Text
Text
Text

Example of Value
Temeljna plosca
FSL-K01-001
Temeljna plosca t=80 cm
<komentar>

Type Comments
Type Mark
IfcExportAs
IfcExportType
Thickness
Elevation at Top

Text
Text
Text
Text
Length
Length

FSL-T80
FSL-01
IfcSlab
BASESLAB
0,8 m
-7,2 m

Elevation at Bottom
Structural Material
IBE_ConcreteGrade
IBE_ExposureClass
IBE_ChlorideClass
IBE_ConcreteDmax

Length
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

-8,0 m
Beton-C30/37
C30/37
XC3
Cl 0.2
D16

IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass
IBE_ReinforcementGrade
IBE_ReinforcementRatio
IBE_RebarCover
IBE_ConstructionProcess
IBE_ExecutionClass

Text
Text
Integer
Length
Text
Text

S3
B500B
100
0,04
InSitu
EXC2

IBE_SurfaceTreatment
IBE_CuringClass
IBE_ToleranceClass
IBE_SideFormworkType
Level
Keynote

Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

VB0
1
1
Opaz roba temeljne plosce
K1
01.07.01.07X

IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS
Thickness
Lenght
Area
Volume
IBE_NetSideFormworkArea

Text
Length
Length
Area
Volume
Area

Temeljna plosca t=80 cm, C30/37
0,8 m
479,08 m
12880 m2
10304 m3
383,2 m2

IBE_BOQReference
IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate

Text
Real

1.3.25
78,5 m2
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7.2

70

ANNEX 2: PROJECT SPECIFIC CHECK-SET

Check Name

Description

Failure Message

SFGeneral (VE) IBE_ElementType
SFGeneral (VE) IfcExportAs
SFGeneral (VE) IfcExportType
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_ConcreteGrade
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_ExposureClass
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_ChlorideClass
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_ConcreteDmax
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_ReinforcementGrade
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_ReinforcementRatio
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_RebarCover
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_ConstructionProcess
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_ExecutionClass
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_SurfaceTreatment
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_CuringClass
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_ToleranceClass
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_SideFormworkType
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_RebarQuantityEstima
te
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_BOQReference
SFGeneral (VE) IBE_NetSideFormworkAre
a
Piles (MOD) - Hosted not
WorkPlane-Based

Checks if the parameter IBE_ElementType is defined for
Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IfcExportAs is defined for Structural
Foundations
Checks if the parameter IfcExportType is defined for
Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is defined for
Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_ExposureClass is defined for
Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_ChlorideClass is defined for
Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteDmax is defined for
Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass is defined
for Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_ReinforcementGrade is defined
for Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_ReinforcementRatio is defined
for Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_RebarCover is defined for
Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_ConstructionProcess is defined
for Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_ExecutionClass is defined for
Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_SurfaceTreatment is defined
for Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_CuringClass is defined for
Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_ToleranceClass is defined for
Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_SideFormworkType is defined
for Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS is defined for
Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate is
defined for Structural Foundations

The parameter IBE_ElementType is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IfcExportAs is not defined for Structural
Foundations
The parameter IfcExportType is not defined for Structural
Foundations
The parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_ExposureClass is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_ChlorideClass is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_ConcreteDmax is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_ReinforcementGrade is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_ReinforcementRatio is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_RebarCover is not defined for Structural
Foundations
The parameter IBE_ConstructionProcess is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_ExecutionClass is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_SurfaceTreatment is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_CuringClass is not defined for Structural
Foundations
The parameter IBE_ToleranceClass is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_SideFormworkType is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate is not defined
for Structural Foundations

Checks if the parameter IBE_BOQReference is defined for
Structural Foundations
Checks if the parameter IBE_NetSideFormworkArea is
defined for Structural Foundations

The parameter IBE_BOQReference is not defined for
Structural Foundations
The parameter IBE_NetSideFormworkArea is not defined for
Structural Foundations

Checks if the piles in the model are hosted. This is not
desirable for Structural Foundations as the elements will not
be associate to a Level.
Checks if the piles in the model are attached to the correct
level.
Checks if there are piles with wrong elevation at bottom.

There are piles families that are hosted, but their host is not
a work plane. This is not correct. Please Review.

Checks if there are piles with wrong elevation at top.

There are piles with elevation at top above the ground level.
Please Review
There are piles that are not in the correct workset

Piles (MOD) - Level
Piles (MOD) - Elevation at
Bottom
Piles (MOD) - Elevation at
Top
Piles (MOD) - Structural
Workset
Piles (CON) - Naming
Convention

Checks if there are piles outside the Structural Worksets

There are piles associated to a wrong level. Please Review.
There are piles that go deeper than designed. Please Review

Checks if the piles naming follow the naming convention.
This check reports instances.

There are pile instances that do not follow the naming
convention. Please check that the following naming
convention is followed: D(2or3digits)-Bet_C25/30L=(1or2digits),(2digits)m. Examples: D90-Bet_C25/30L=8,50m or D120-Bet_C25/30-L=13,10m.

Piles (CON) - Piles outside
of defined checks

Checks if there are new pile types that are not included in
the following checks: Piles - TypeName and Diameter, Piles TypeName and Length. This check reports instances.

Piles (CON) - TypeName
and Diameter

Checks if the piles diameter matches the one described in
the TypeName or there are new pile types that do not fit
the check rule and cannot be validated. This check reports
instances.

There are new piles types that cannot be checked in the
next checks. The diameter code in the type name does not
match D100 or D120, or their length code does not match
L=9,50m, L=9,90m, L=11,05m, L=11,60m, L=12,40m,
L=12,60m, L=12,80m, L=13,10m. Please review the elements
and, if correct, add them to this rule and the following rules:
Piles - TypeName and Diameter, Piles - TypeName and
Length.
There are piles where the diameter and the TypeName are
not consistent, or there are new pile types that can`t be
validated with this check, because their TypeName code is
different than D100 or D120, or their diameter is different
than 1m or 1,2m. Please, check the reported piles and, if
they are correct, add them to the rule.
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Piles (CON) - TypeName
and Length

Checks if the piles length matches the one described in the
TypeName or there are new pile types that do not fit the
check rule and cannot be validated. This check reports
instances.

Piles (VE) IBE_PileBearingCapacity
Piles (VE) IBE_LocationMark
Piles (VE) IBE_CoordinateX
Piles (VE) IBE_CoordinateY
Piles (VA) IBE_ElementType

Checks if the parameter IBE_PileBearingCapacity is defined
for the piles
Checks if the parameter IBE_LocationMark is defined for the
piles
Checks if the parameter IBE_CoordinateX is defined for the
piles
Checks if the parameter IBE_CoordinateY is defined for the
piles
Checks if the parameter IBE_ElementType is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "OmniClass Number" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "OmniClass Title" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "Mark" has a correct value.
This check reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "Description" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.

Piles (VA) - OmniClass
Number
Piles (VA) - OmniClass
Title
Piles (VA) - Mark
Piles (VA) - Description

Piles (VA) - Type
Comments

Checks if the built-in parameter "Type Comments" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.

Piles (VA) - Type Mark

Checks if the built-in parameter "Type Mark" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.

Piles (VA) - IfcExportAs

Checks if the parameter IfcExportAs is defined and if it is, if
the value of the parameter is correct. This check reports
instances.
Checks if the parameter IfcExportType is defined and if it is,
if the value of the parameter is correct. This check reports
instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "Structural Material" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.

Piles (VA) - IfcExportType

Piles (VA) - Structural
Material
Piles (VA) IBE_ConcreteGrade

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_ExposureClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ExposureClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_ChlorideClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ChlorideClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_ConcreteDmax

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteDmax is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_ReinforcementGrade

Checks if the parameter IBE_ReinforcementGrade is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

There are piles where the Length and the TypeName are not
consistent, or there are new pile types that can`t be
validated with this check, because their TypeName code is
different than L=9,50m, L=9,90m, L=11,05m, L=11,60m,
L=12,40m, L=12,60m, L=12,80m, L=13,10m., or their Length
is different than 9,50m, 9,90m, 11,05m, 11,60m, 12,40m,
12,60m, 12,80m, 13,10m.. Please, check the reported piles
and, if they are correct, add them to the rule.
The parameter IBE_PileBearingCapacity is not defined for
the piles.
The parameter IBE_LocationMark is not defined for the
piles.
The parameter IBE_CoordinateX is not defined for the piles.
The parameter IBE_CoordinateY is not defined for the piles.
The parameter IBE_ElementType is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "Pilot".
The built-in parameter "OmniClass Number" does not have
a correct value. The value should be "23.25.05.11"
The built-in parameter "OmniClass Title" does not have a
correct value. The value should be "Foundation Piles"
The built-in parameter "Mark" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "PIL-K01-001".
The built-in parameter "Description" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "Uvrtan pilot
D=100 cm, L=9,50 m". This check only validates the values
D=100, D=120 and L=9,50 m, L=9,90 m, L=11,05 m, L=11,60
m, L=12,40 m, L=12,60 m, L=12,80 m, L=13,10 m. Please
review the elements and, if correct, add them to this rule.
The built-in parameter "Type Comments" does not have a
correct value. The value should follow the format "PIL-D100A". This check only validates the values D100, D120. Please
review the elements and, if correct, add them to this rule.
The built-in parameter "Type Mark" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "P-01". This check
only validates the values from P-01 to P-13. Please review
the elements and, if correct, add them to this rule.
The parameter IfcExportAs is not defined for this category,
or the value is wrong for the following elements. The value
for this parameter should be "IfcPile".
The parameter IfcExportType is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "BORED".
The built-in parameter "Structural Material" does not have a
correct value. The name of the Structural Material should
begin with: IBE-Beton-C25/30
The parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "C25/30". If it should
be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ExposureClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: "XC0, XC2 or
XC4". If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ChlorideClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
Accepted values for this parameter are: "Cl 0.00" up to "Cl
1.00" (this check also accepts 1 decimal number as valid:
0..2". If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ConcreteDmax is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The ccepted values for this parameter are: D8, D16 or D32.
If it should be of a different value, please include it to the
rule.
The parameter IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: S1,
S2, S3, S4 or S5.
The parameter IBE_ReinforcementGrade is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are:
B500B. If it should be of a different value, please include it
to the rule.
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Piles (VA) IBE_ReinforcementRatio

Checks if the parameter IBE_ReinforcementRatio is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_RebarCover

Checks if the parameter IBE_RebarCover is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_PileBearingCapacity

Checks if the parameter IBE_PileBearingCapacity is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_ConstructionProcess

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConstructionProcess is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_ExecutionClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ExecutionClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_SurfaceTreatment

Checks if the parameter IBE_SurfaceTreatment is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_CuringClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_CuringClass is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_ToleranceClass

Checks if the parameter IIBE_ToleranceClass is defined and
if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_SideFormworkType

Checks if the parameter IBE_SideFormworkType is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_LocationMark

Checks if the parameter IBE_LocationMark is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This parameter
is used to indicate the location of the piles according to the
grids (A-F, 11-20) + Symbol means right/up the grid. This
check reports instances.
Checks if the parameter IBE_CoordinateX is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This parameter is
used to indicate the absolute X coordinate of the piles in
relation to the A-11 grids. This check reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_CoordinateX

Piles (VA) IBE_CoordinateY

Checks if the parameter IBE_CoordinateY is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This parameter is
used to indicate the absolute X coordinate of the piles in
relation to the A-11 grids. This check reports instances.

Piles (VA) - Keynote

Checks if the built-in parameter "Keynote" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the parameter IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS is defined and
if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS

Piles (VA) IBE_RebarQuantityEstima
te

Checks if the parameter IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate is
defined and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct.
This check reports instances.

Piles (VA) IBE_BOQReference

Checks if the parameter IBE_BOQReference is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PileCaps (MOD) - Hosted
not WorkPlane-Based

Checks if the pile caps in the model are hosted. This is not
desirable for Structural Foundations as the elements will not
be associate to a Level.
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The parameter IBE_ReinforcementRatio is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: 0-300
kg/m3. If it should be of a different value, please include it
to the rule.
The parameter IBE_RebarCover is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 0,04m. If it
should be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_PileBearingCapacity is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are >0 kN.
If it should be of a different value, please include it to the
rule.
The parameter IBE_ConstructionProcess is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are:
InSitu. If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ExecutionClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: EXC2. If it
should be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_SurfaceTreatment is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: VB0. If it should
be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_CuringClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 1. If it should be
of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ToleranceClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 1. If it should be
of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_SideFormworkType is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are:
JeklenaCev. If it should be of a different value, please
include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_LocationMark is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: "A-F(+-5,0)1120(+-5,0). Example: "E(+2,0)15(0,0)" If it should be of a
different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_CoordinateX is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 0 to 50
(meters). If it should be of a different value, please include it
to the rule.
The parameter IBE_CoordinateY is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 0 to 90
(meters). If it should be of a different value, please include it
to the rule.
The built-in parameter "Keynote" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "01.07.01.XXX".
The parameter IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: "Uvrtan pilot
D=(100 or 120) cm, C25/30". If it should be of a different
value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate is not defined
for this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: >=0.
If it should be of a different value, please include it to the
rule.
The parameter IBE_BOQReference is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter should follow the
format: "XX.XX.XX". If it should be of a different value,
please include it to the rule.
There are pile cap families that are hosted, and they will not
report a level. This is not desirable. Please Review.
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PileCaps (MOD) - Level

Checks if the pile caps in the model are assigned to the
correct level.

PileCaps (MOD) Elevation at Bottom
PileCaps (MOD) Elevation at Top
PileCaps (MOD) Structural Workset
PileCaps (CON) - Naming
Convention

Checks if there are PileCaps with wrong elevation at
bottom.
Checks if there are PileCaps with wrong elevation at top.

PileCaps (CON) - PileCaps
outside of defined checks

Checks if there are new pile cap types that are not included
in the following checks: PileCaps (CON) - TypeName and
Height, PileCaps (CON) - TypeName and Width. This check
reports instances.

PileCaps (CON) TypeName and Height

Checks if the PileCaps height matches the one described in
the TypeName or there are new pile types that do not fit
the check rule and cannot be validated. This check reports
instances.

PileCaps (CON) TypeName and Width

Checks if the PileCaps width matches the one described in
the TypeName or there are new pile cap types that do not
fit the check rule and cannot be validated. This check
reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_ElementType

Checks if the parameter IBE_ElementType is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) - OmniClass
Number
PileCaps (VA) - OmniClass
Title
PileCaps (VA) - Mark
PileCaps (VA) Description

Checks if the built-in parameter "OmniClass Number" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "OmniClass Title" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "Mark" has a correct value.
This check reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "Description" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) - Type
Comments

Checks if the built-in parameter "Type Comments" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) - Type Mark

Checks if the built-in parameter "Type Mark" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IfcExportAs

Checks if the parameter IfcExportAs is defined and if it is, if
the value of the parameter is correct. This check reports
instances.
Checks if the parameter IfcExportType is defined and if it is,
if the value of the parameter is correct. This check reports
instances.
Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IfcExportType
PileCaps (VA) IBE_ConcreteGrade

Checks if there are PileCaps outside the Structural Worksets
Checks if the PileCaps naming follow the naming
convention. This check reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_ExposureClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ExposureClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_ChlorideClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ChlorideClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

There are pile caps associated to a wrong level or not
associated to any level. The correct levels are: K01 or K02.
Please Review.
There are PileCaps that go deeper than designed. Please
Review
There are PileCaps with elevation at top above the ground
level. Please Review
There are PileCaps that are not in the correct workset
There are pile instances that do not follow the naming
convention. Please check that the following naming
convention is followed:
Height(3or4digits)xWidth(3or4digits)-Bet_C30/37. Example:
400x1200-Bet_C30/37
There are new pile cap types that cannot be checked in the
next checks. The height dimension in the type name does
not match 400, or the width dimension on the type name
does not match 1200. Please review the elements and, if
correct, add them to this rule and the following rules:
PileCaps (CON) - TypeName and Height, PileCaps (CON) TypeName and Width.
There are PileCaps where the height and the TypeName are
not consistent, or there are new PileCaps types that can`t be
validated with this check, because their TypeName height is
different than 400, or their height is different than 0,4m.
Please, check the reported PileCaps and, if they are correct,
add them to the rule.
There are PileCaps where the width and the TypeName are
not consistent, or there are new PileCaps types that can`t be
validated with this check, because their TypeName width is
different than 1200, or their width is different than 1,2m.
Please, check the reported PileCaps and, if they are correct,
add them to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ElementType is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "Pilotna greda pravokotna".
The built-in parameter "OmniClass Number" does not have
a correct value. The value should be "23.25.05.17.14"
The built-in parameter "OmniClass Title" does not have a
correct value. The value should be "Foundation Piles"
The built-in parameter "Mark" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "HBM-K01-001".
The built-in parameter "Description" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "Pilotna greda
B/H=120x40 cm". This check only validates the values
B=120cm and H=40cm. Please review the elements and, if
correct, add them to this rule.
The built-in parameter "Type Comments" does not have a
correct value. The value should follow the format "HBM-Tip
A". Please review the elements and, if correct, add them to
this rule.
The built-in parameter "Type Mark" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "HBM-01". Please
review the elements and, if correct, add them to this rule.
The parameter IfcExportAs is not defined for this category,
or the value is wrong for the following elements. The value
for this parameter should be "IfcFooting".
The parameter IfcExportType is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "FOOTING_BEAM".
The parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "C30/37". If it should
be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ExposureClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: "XC0, XC2 or
XC4". If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ChlorideClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
Accepted values for this parameter are: "Cl 0.00" up to "Cl
1.00" (this check also accepts 1 decimal number as valid:
0..2". If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
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PileCaps (VA) IBE_ConcreteDmax

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteDmax is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_ReinforcementGrade

Checks if the parameter IBE_ReinforcementGrade is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_ReinforcementRatio

Checks if the parameter IBE_ReinforcementRatio is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_RebarCover

Checks if the parameter IBE_RebarCover is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_ConstructionProcess

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConstructionProcess is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_ExecutionClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ExecutionClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_SurfaceTreatment

Checks if the parameter IBE_SurfaceTreatment is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_CuringClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_CuringClass is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_ToleranceClass

Checks if the parameter IIBE_ToleranceClass is defined and
if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_SideFormworkType

Checks if the parameter IBE_SideFormworkType is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) - Keynote

Checks if the built-in parameter "Keynote" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the parameter IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS is defined and
if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS

PileCaps (VA) IBE_RebarQuantityEstima
te

Checks if the parameter IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate is
defined and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct.
This check reports instances.

PileCaps (VA) IBE_BOQReference

Checks if the parameter IBE_BOQReference is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

GroundBeams (MOD) Hosted not WorkPlaneBased
GroundBeams (MOD) Level

Checks if the ground beams in the model are hosted. This is
not desirable for Structural Foundations as the elements will
not be associate to a Level.
Checks if the ground beams in the model are assigned to the
correct level.

GroundBeams (MOD) Elevation at Bottom
GroundBeams (MOD) Elevation at Top
GroundBeams (MOD) Structural Workset

Checks if there are ground beams with wrong elevation at
bottom.
Checks if there are ground beams with wrong elevation at
top.
Checks if there are GroundBeams outside the Structural
Worksets
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The parameter IBE_ConcreteDmax is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: D8, D16 or D32.
If it should be of a different value, please include it to the
rule.
The parameter IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: S1,
S2, S3, S4 or S5.
The parameter IBE_ReinforcementGrade is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are:
B500B. If it should be of a different value, please include it
to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ReinforcementRatio is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: 0-300
kg/m3. If it should be of a different value, please include it
to the rule.
The parameter IBE_RebarCover is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 0,04m. If it
should be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ConstructionProcess is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are:
InSitu. If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ExecutionClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: EXC2. If it
should be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_SurfaceTreatment is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: VB0. If it should
be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_CuringClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 1. If it should be
of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ToleranceClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 1. If it should be
of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_SideFormworkType is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter
"
ž
roba pilotne grede". If it should be of a different value,
please include it to the rule.
The built-in parameter "Keynote" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "01.07.01.XXX".
The parameter IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: "Pilotna greda
B/H=120x40 cm, C30/37". If it should be of a different value,
please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate is not defined
for this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: >=0.
If it should be of a different value, please include it to the
rule.

The parameter IBE_BOQReference is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter should follow the
format: "XX.XX.XX". If it should be of a different value,
please include it to the rule.
There are pile cap families that are hosted, and they will not
report a level. This is not desirable. Please Review.
There are ground beams associated to a wrong level or are
not associated to it. The correct levels are: K01. Please
Review.
There are ground beams that go deeper than designed.
Please Review
There are ground beams with elevation at top above the
ground level. Please Review
There are GroundBeams that are not in the correct workset
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GroundBeams (CON) Naming Convention

Checks if the ground beams naming follow the naming
convention. This check reports instances.

GroundBeams (CON) GroundBeams outside of
defined checks

Checks if there are new ground beam types that are not
included in the following checks: GroundBeams (CON) TypeName and Width, GroundBeams (CON) - TypeName
and Height. This check reports instances.

GroundBeams (CON) TypeName and Width

Checks if the ground beams width matches the one
described in the TypeName or there are new ground beam
types that do not fit the check rule and cannot be validated.
This check reports instances.

GroundBeams (CON) TypeName and Height

Checks if the ground beams height matches the one
described in the TypeName or there are new ground beam
types that do not fit the check rule and cannot be validated.
This check reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_ElementType
GroundBeams (VA) OmniClass Number
GroundBeams (VA) OmniClass Title
GroundBeams (VA) Mark
GroundBeams (VA) Description

Checks if the parameter IBE_ElementType is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "OmniClass Number" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "OmniClass Title" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "Mark" has a correct value.
This check reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "Description" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) - Type
Comments

Checks if the built-in parameter "Type Comments" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) - Type
Mark

Checks if the built-in parameter "Type Mark" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IfcExportAs

Checks if the parameter IfcExportAs is defined and if it is, if
the value of the parameter is correct. This check reports
instances.
Checks if the parameter IfcExportType is defined and if it is,
if the value of the parameter is correct. This check reports
instances.
Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IfcExportType
GroundBeams (VA) IBE_ConcreteGrade

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_ExposureClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ExposureClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_ChlorideClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ChlorideClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_ConcreteDmax

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteDmax is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

There are ground beam instances that do not follow the
naming convention. Please check that the following naming
convention is followed:
Width(3or4digits)xHeight(3or4digits)-Bet_C30/37. Example:
1900x1200-Bet_C30/37
There are new ground beam types that cannot be checked
in the next checks. The Width dimension in the type name
does not match 400, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1500 or 1900 or the
Height dimension on the type name does not match 500,
1000 or 1200. Please review the elements and, if correct,
add them to this rule and the following rules: GroundBeams
(CON) - TypeName and Height, GroundBeams (CON) TypeName and Width.

There are ground beams where the width and the
TypeName are not consistent, or there are new
GroundBeams types that can`t be validated with this check,
because their TypeName width is different than 400, 1000,
1200, 1400, 1500 or 1900, or their height is different than
0,4, 1,0, 1,2, 1,4, 1,5, or 1,9 m. Please, check the reported
GroundBeams and, if they are correct, add them to the rule.
There are ground beams where the hieght and the
TypeName are not consistent, or there are new
GroundBeams types that can`t be validated with this check,
because their TypeName height is different than 500, 1000,
1200, or their height is different than 0,5, 1,0 or 1,2 m.
Please, check the reported GroundBeams and, if they are
correct, add them to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ElementType is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "Pasovni temelj".
The built-in parameter "OmniClass Number" does not have
a correct value. The value should be "23.25.05.17.14"
The built-in parameter "OmniClass Title" does not have a
correct value. The value should be "Foundation Piles"
The built-in parameter "Mark" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "STF-K01-001".
The built-in parameter "Description" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "Pasovni temelj
B/H=100/50 cm". This check only validates the values B=50,
100, 120, 140, 150 and 190 cm and H=50, 100, 120 cm.
Please review the elements and, if correct, add them to this
rule.
The built-in parameter "Type Comments" does not have a
correct value. The value should follow the format "STF-Tip
1". Please review the elements and, if correct, add them to
this rule.
The built-in parameter "Type Mark" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "STF-01". Please
review the elements and, if correct, add them to this rule.
The parameter IfcExportAs is not defined for this category,
or the value is wrong for the following elements. The value
for this parameter should be "IfcFooting".
The parameter IfcExportType is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "STRIP_FOOTING".
The parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "C30/37". If it should
be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ExposureClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: "XC0, XC2 or
XC4". If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ChlorideClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
Accepted values for this parameter are: "Cl 0.00" up to "Cl
1.00" (this check also accepts 1 decimal number as valid:
0..2". If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ConcreteDmax is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The ccepted values for this parameter are: D8, D16 or D32.
If it should be of a different value, please include it to the
rule.
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GroundBeams (VA) IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

The parameter IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: S1,
S2, S3, S4 or S5.
The parameter IBE_ReinforcementGrade is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are:
B500B. If it should be of a different value, please include it
to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ReinforcementRatio is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: 0-300
kg/m3. If it should be of a different value, please include it
to the rule.
The parameter IBE_RebarCover is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 0,04m. If it
should be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ConstructionProcess is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are:
InSitu. If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ExecutionClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: EXC2. If it
should be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_SurfaceTreatment is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: VB0. If it should
be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_CuringClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 1. If it should be
of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ToleranceClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 1. If it should be
of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_SideFormworkType is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
"
ž
pasovnih temeljev". If it should be of a different value,
please include it to the rule.
The built-in parameter "Keynote" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "01.07.01.05G".
The parameter IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value format for this parameter is: "Pasovni temelj
B/H=100x50 cm, C30/37". If it should be of a different value,
please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate is not defined
for this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: >=0.
If it should be of a different value, please include it to the
rule.
The parameter IBE_BOQReference is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter should follow the
format: "XX.XX.XX". If it should be of a different value,
please include it to the rule.
There are pile cap families that are hosted, and they will not
report a level. This is not desirable. Please Review.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_ReinforcementGrade

Checks if the parameter IBE_ReinforcementGrade is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_ReinforcementRatio

Checks if the parameter IBE_ReinforcementRatio is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_RebarCover

Checks if the parameter IBE_RebarCover is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_ConstructionProcess

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConstructionProcess is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_ExecutionClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ExecutionClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_SurfaceTreatment

Checks if the parameter IBE_SurfaceTreatment is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_CuringClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_CuringClass is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_ToleranceClass

Checks if the parameter IIBE_ToleranceClass is defined and
if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_SideFormworkType

Checks if the parameter IBE_SideFormworkType is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) Keynote
GroundBeams (VA) IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS

Checks if the built-in parameter "Keynote" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the parameter IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS is defined and
if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_RebarQuantityEstima
te

Checks if the parameter IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate is
defined and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct.
This check reports instances.

GroundBeams (VA) IBE_BOQReference

Checks if the parameter IBE_BOQReference is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PocketFoundations
(MOD) - Hosted not
WorkPlane-Based
PocketFoundations
(MOD) - Level

Checks if the pocket foundations in the model are hosted.
This is not desirable for Structural Foundations as the
elements will not be associate to a Level.
Checks if the pocket foundations in the model are assigned
to the correct level.

PocketFoundations
(MOD) - Elevation at
Bottom
PocketFoundations
(MOD) - Elevation at Top
PocketFoundations
(MOD) - Structural
Workset
PocketFoundations (CON)
- Naming Convention

Checks if there are pocket foundations with wrong elevation
at bottom.

There are pocket foundations associated to a wrong level or
are not associated to it. The correct levels are: P00. Please
Review.
There are pocket foundations that go deeper than designed.
Please Review

Checks if there are pocket foundations with wrong elevation
at top.
Checks if there are PocketFoundations outside the
Structural Worksets

There are pocket foundations with elevation at top above
the ground level. Please Review
There are PocketFoundations that are not in the correct
workset

Checks if the pocket foundations naming follow the naming
convention. This check reports instances.

There are pocket foundation instances that do not follow
the naming convention. Please check that the following
naming convention is followed:
Width(3or4digits)xLength(3or4digits)xThickness(3or4digits).
Example: 1700x1700x2200
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PocketFoundations (CON)
- PocketFoundations
outside of defined checks

Checks if there are new pocket foundation types that are
not included in the following checks: PocketFoundations
(CON) - TypeName and Width, PocketFoundations (CON) TypeName and Length or PocketFoundations (CON) TypeName and Thickness. This check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (CON)
- TypeName and Length

Checks if the pocket foundations length matches the one
described in the TypeName or there are new pocket
foundation types that do not fit the check rule and cannot
be validated. This check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (CON)
- TypeName and Width

Checks if the pocket foundations width matches the one
described in the TypeName or there are new pocket
foundation types that do not fit the check rule and cannot
be validated. This check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (CON)
- TypeName and
Thickness

Checks if the pocket foundations thickness matches the one
described in the TypeName or there are new pocket
foundation types that do not fit the check rule and cannot
be validated. This check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_ElementType
PocketFoundations (VA) OmniClass Number
PocketFoundations (VA) OmniClass Title
PocketFoundations (VA) Mark
PocketFoundations (VA) Description

Checks if the parameter IBE_ElementType is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "OmniClass Number" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "OmniClass Title" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "Mark" has a correct value.
This check reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "Description" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) Type Comments

Checks if the built-in parameter "Type Comments" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) Type Mark

Checks if the built-in parameter "Type Mark" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IfcExportAs

Checks if the parameter IfcExportAs is defined and if it is, if
the value of the parameter is correct. This check reports
instances.
Checks if the parameter IfcExportType is defined and if it is,
if the value of the parameter is correct. This check reports
instances.
Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IfcExportType
PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_ConcreteGrade

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_ExposureClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ExposureClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_ChlorideClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ChlorideClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_ConcreteDmax

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteDmax is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

There are new PocketFoundations types that cannot be
checked in the next checks. The dimensions in the type
name does not match 1700x1700x2200, 1700x1700x2500,
1800x1800x2500, 1900x1900x2700 or 1900x1900x2900.
Please review the elements and, if correct, add them to this
rule and the following rules: PocketFoundations (CON) TypeName and Width, PocketFoundations (CON) TypeName and Width or PocketFoundations (CON) TypeName and Thickness.
There are pocket foundations where the length and the
TypeName are not consistent, or there are new pocket
foundation types that can`t be validated with this check,
because their TypeName length is different than 1700, 1800
or 1900, or their height is different than 1,7, 1,8, or 1,9 m.
Please, check the reported pocket foundations and, if they
are correct, add them to the rule.
There are pocket foundations where the width and the
TypeName are not consistent, or there are new pocket
foundation types that can`t be validated with this check,
because their TypeName width is different than 1700, 1800,
1900, or their height is different than 1,7, 1,8 or 1,9 m.
Please, check the reported pocket foundations and, if they
are correct, add them to the rule.
There are pocket foundations where the thickness and the
TypeName are not consistent, or there are new pocket
foundation types that can`t be validated with this check,
because their TypeName thickness is different than 2200,
2500, 2700 or 2900, or their thickness is different than 2,2,
2,5, 2,7 or 2,9 m. Please, check the reported pocket
foundations and, if they are correct, add them to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ElementType is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "Pasovni temelj".
The built-in parameter "OmniClass Number" does not have
a correct value. The value should be "23.25.05.17"
The built-in parameter "OmniClass Title" does not have a
correct value. The value should be "Foundation Piles"
The built-in parameter "Mark" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "PCF-P00-001".
The built-in parameter "Description" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "Temeljna casa
L/B/H=180/180/250 cm". This check only validates the
values L=170,180 and 190, B=170,180 and 190, and H=220,
250, 270 and 290 cm. Please review the elements and, if
correct, add them to this rule.
The built-in parameter "Type Comments" does not have a
correct value. The value should follow the format "PCF-Tip
1". Please review the elements and, if correct, add them to
this rule.
The built-in parameter "Type Mark" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "PCF-01". Please
review the elements and, if correct, add them to this rule.
The parameter IfcExportAs is not defined for this category,
or the value is wrong for the following elements. The value
for this parameter should be "IfcFooting".
The parameter IfcExportType is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "PAD_FOOTING".
The parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "C30/37". If it should
be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ExposureClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: "XC0, XC2 or
XC4". If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ChlorideClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
Accepted values for this parameter are: "Cl 0.00" up to "Cl
1.00" (this check also accepts 1 decimal number as valid:
0..2". If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ConcreteDmax is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: D8, D16 or D32.
If it should be of a different value, please include it to the
rule.
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PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_ReinforcementGrade

Checks if the parameter IBE_ReinforcementGrade is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_ReinforcementRatio

Checks if the parameter IBE_ReinforcementRatio is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_RebarCover

Checks if the parameter IBE_RebarCover is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_ConstructionProcess

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConstructionProcess is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_ExecutionClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ExecutionClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_SurfaceTreatment

Checks if the parameter IBE_SurfaceTreatment is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_CuringClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_CuringClass is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_ToleranceClass

Checks if the parameter IIBE_ToleranceClass is defined and
if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_SideFormworkType

Checks if the parameter IBE_SideFormworkType is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) Keynote
PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS

Checks if the built-in parameter "Keynote" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the parameter IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS is defined and
if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_RebarQuantityEstima
te

Checks if the parameter IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate is
defined and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct.
This check reports instances.

PocketFoundations (VA) IBE_BOQReference

Checks if the parameter IBE_BOQReference is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (MOD) Level

Checks if the foundation slabs in the model are assigned to
the correct level.

FoundationSlabs (MOD) Elevation at Bottom
FoundationSlabs (MOD) Elevation at Top

Checks if there are foundation slabs with wrong elevation at
bottom.
Checks if there are foundation slabs with wrong elevation at
top.

FoundationSlabs (MOD) Structural Workset
FoundationSlabs (CON) Naming Convention

Checks if there are FoundationSlabs outside the Structural
Worksets
Checks if the foundation slabs naming follow the naming
convention. This check reports instances.
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The parameter IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: S1,
S2, S3, S4 or S5.
The parameter IBE_ReinforcementGrade is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are:
B500B. If it should be of a different value, please include it
to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ReinforcementRatio is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: 0-300
kg/m3. If it should be of a different value, please include it
to the rule.
The parameter IBE_RebarCover is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 0,04m. If it
should be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ConstructionProcess is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are:
InSitu. If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ExecutionClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: EXC2. If it
should be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_SurfaceTreatment is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: VB0. If it should
be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_CuringClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 1. If it should be
of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ToleranceClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 1. If it should be
of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_SideFormworkType is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
"
ž
temeljne case". If it should be of a different value, please
include it to the rule.
The built-in parameter "Keynote" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "01.07.01.05X".
The parameter IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value format for this parameter is: "Temeljna casa
L/B/H=180/180/250 cm, C30/37". If it should be of a
different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate is not defined
for this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: >=0.
If it should be of a different value, please include it to the
rule.
The parameter IBE_BOQReference is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter should follow the
format: "XX.XX.XX". If it should be of a different value,
please include it to the rule.
There are foundation slabs associated to a wrong level or
are not associated to it. The correct levels are: K01, K02 or
P00. Please Review.
There are foundation slabs that go deeper than designed.
Please Review
There are foundation slabs with elevation at top above the
ground level. Please Review

There are FoundationSlabs that are not in the correct
workset
There are foundation slab instances that do not follow the
naming convention. Please check that the following naming
convention is followed: SFO-Thickness(3or4digits)Bet_C30/37. Example: SFO-300-Bet_C30/37.
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FoundationSlabs (CON) FoundationSlabs outside
of defined checks

Checks if there are new foundation slab types that are not
included in the following checks: FoundationSlabs (CON) TypeName and Thickness. This check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (CON) TypeName and Thickness

Checks if the foundation slabs thickness matches the one
described in the TypeName or there are new pocket
foundation types that do not fit the check rule and cannot
be validated. This check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_ElementType
FoundationSlabs (VA) Mark

Checks if the parameter IBE_ElementType is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.
Checks if the built-in parameter "Mark" has a correct value.
This check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) Description

Checks if the built-in parameter "Description" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) Type Comments

Checks if the built-in parameter "Type Comments" has a
correct value. This check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) Type Mark

Checks if the built-in parameter "Type Mark" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IfcExportAs

Checks if the parameter IfcExportAs is defined and if it is, if
the value of the parameter is correct. This check reports
instances.
Checks if the parameter IfcExportType is defined and if it is,
if the value of the parameter is correct. This check reports
instances.
Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IfcExportType
FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_ConcreteGrade

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_ExposureClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ExposureClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_ChlorideClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ChlorideClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_ConcreteDmax

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteDmax is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_ConcreteGrade

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) Structural

Checks if the value of the "built-in" boolean parameter
Structural is correct. This check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_ReinforcementGrade

Checks if the parameter IBE_ReinforcementGrade is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_ReinforcementRatio

Checks if the parameter IBE_ReinforcementRatio is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

There are new foundation slab types that cannot be checked
in the next checks. The thickness dimension in the type
name does not match 300, 400, 480, 600, 1000, 1080.
Please review the elements and, if correct, add them to this
rule and the following rules: FoundationSlabs (CON) TypeName and Thickness.
There are foundation slabs where the thickness and the
TypeName are not consistent, or there are new foundation
slab types that can`t be validated with this check, because
their TypeName thickness is different than 300, 400, 480,
600, 1000, 1080, or their thickness is different than 0,3, 0,4,
0,48, 0,6, 1,0 or 1,08 m. Please, check the reported
foundation slabs and, if they are correct, add them to the
rule.
The parameter IBE_ElementType is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "Teme
č "
The built-in parameter "Mark" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "FSL-P00-001".
The accepted levels are K02, K01 and P00.
The built-in parameter "Description" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "Temeljna plosca
t=80 cm". This check only validates the values t=30, 40, 48,
60, 100 and 108 cm. Please review the elements and, if
correct, add them to this rule.
The built-in parameter "Type Comments" does not have a
correct value. The value should follow the format "FSL-T30".
Please review the elements and, if correct, add them to this
rule.
The built-in parameter "Type Mark" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "FSL-01". Please
review the elements and, if correct, add them to this rule.
The parameter IfcExportAs is not defined for this category,
or the value is wrong for the following elements. The value
for this parameter should be "IfcSlab".
The parameter IfcExportType is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "BASESLAB".
The parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "C30/37". If it should
be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ExposureClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: "XC0, XC2 or
XC4". If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ChlorideClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
Accepted values for this parameter are: "Cl 0.00" up to "Cl
1.00" (this check also accepts 1 decimal number as valid:
0..2". If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ConcreteDmax is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The ccepted values for this parameter are: D8, D16 or D32.
If it should be of a different value, please include it to the
rule.
The parameter IBE_ConcreteSlumpClass is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: S1,
S2, S3, S4 or S5.
The parameter IBE_ConcreteGrade is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value for this parameter should be "C30/37". If it should
be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The value of the "built-in" parameter Structural is not
correct. The box should be ticked. If it should be of a
different value, please include it to the rule as an exception.
The parameter IBE_ReinforcementGrade is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are:
B500B. If it should be of a different value, please include it
to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ReinforcementRatio is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: 0-300
kg/m3. If it should be of a different value, please include it
to the rule.
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FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_RebarCover

Checks if the parameter IBE_RebarCover is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_ConstructionProcess

Checks if the parameter IBE_ConstructionProcess is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_ExecutionClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_ExecutionClass is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_SurfaceTreatment

Checks if the parameter IBE_SurfaceTreatment is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_CuringClass

Checks if the parameter IBE_CuringClass is defined and if it
is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_ToleranceClass

Checks if the parameter IIBE_ToleranceClass is defined and
if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_SideFormworkType

Checks if the parameter IBE_SideFormworkType is defined
and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This
check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) Keynote
FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS

Checks if the built-in parameter "Keynote" has a correct
value. This check reports instances.
Checks if the parameter IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS is defined and
if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_RebarQuantityEstima
te

Checks if the parameter IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate is
defined and if it is, if the value of the parameter is correct.
This check reports instances.

FoundationSlabs (VA) IBE_BOQReference

Checks if the parameter IBE_BOQReference is defined and if
it is, if the value of the parameter is correct. This check
reports instances.
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The parameter IBE_RebarCover is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 0,04m. If it
should be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ConstructionProcess is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are:
InSitu. If it should be of a different value, please include it to
the rule.
The parameter IBE_ExecutionClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: EXC2. If it
should be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_SurfaceTreatment is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: VB0. If it should
be of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_CuringClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 1. If it should be
of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_ToleranceClass is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter are: 1. If it should be
of a different value, please include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_SideFormworkType is not defined for
this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: "Opaz
roba temeljne plosce". If it should be of a different value,
please include it to the rule.
The built-in parameter "Keynote" does not have a correct
value. The value should follow the format "01.07.01.07X".
The parameter IBE_OpisPostavkeIZS is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The value format for this parameter is: "Temeljna plosca
t=30 cm, C30/37". If it should be of a different value, please
include it to the rule.
The parameter IBE_RebarQuantityEstimate is not defined
for this category, or the value is wrong for the following
elements. The accepted values for this parameter are: >=0.
If it should be of a different value, please include it to the
rule.
The parameter IBE_BOQReference is not defined for this
category, or the value is wrong for the following elements.
The accepted values for this parameter should follow the
format: "XX.XX.XX". If it should be of a different value,
please include it to the rule.

